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Ski slopes in Tennessee
finding own travel niche
See story on page 2

inanning tirst overlooked, Folsom begins duties
now added to All-State list as McConnell field rep
See story on page 8
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See story on page 2
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News In Brief.
Former president falls ill
NEW YORK (AP) - Former President Richard Nixon is
in
"excruciating pain" at his New Jersey home with a case
of the
shingles which has plagued him for the last month, the New
York
Daily News reported today.
_
_
A friend of the former .president told the News that Nixon's
phOl'Efiiii, Dr.'Uri:my Klein, called-it "the worst case of shingles
he has ever seen. It has affected the president's tipper back
and.
his shoulders and he is experiencing.excruciating pain."
'The disease is caused by the chicken pox virus and affects
the
nerve endings, often resulting in blisters and sores.
Nixon, who turns 72 on Wednesday, finished work on his latest
book - "No More Vietnams" - despite coining down with
the
ailment in December, the report • said. Nixon has not
been
hospitalized with the condition but has remained in his Saddle
River, N.J., home.

Report on
housing
Is unfair-

By CHARLES HONEY
Staff Writer
A state report citing high
segregation among, Murray's
public housing projects unfairly
overlooks- local efforts to
desegregate, a Murray Housing
Authority official said.:
The staff report ofAlie Kentacky Commission on Human
Sy The AtosehMed Pres*
Rights identifies Murray as havGENEVA.qwitzeriand - With a secrecy that might hint a$sucing-the fourth-highest segregacess, the:-Unifed States and the Soviet Union today resume their
lion rate among the state's
•effort to reopen negotiations to curb iiiiclear weapons..
public -housing authorities. It.4RAN14PRATHET,
- Anti-ComMunist guerrillas
-cftes Murray's as one of seven
4- are clinging to a small portion of a key Cambodian resistance.
camp after Vietnamese forces broke through three defense rings ''authorities that hive "not
established a consistent pattern
in a fierce tank-led push.
of'reducing segregation" since
NEW YORK - John Zaccaro, millionaire husband of
. 1974. Twelve other authorities
Democratic vice-presidential candidate-Geraldine Ferraro, says
allowed segregation to increase
he pleaded guilty to participating in a fraudulent real estate
since
then.
scheme to prqtect his family from the-publicity a trial would have
Tile report, does. _however,
attracted.-Ir;•
note that Murr y'8_2:segregation _
-- -- 'WASHINGTON
The -budget President Reagan sends to'Ctin7
index"
a
meaeure
of how
gress next month likely will misi his goal of'slicing projected $200
Circuit Clerk Ann Wilson, Debbie Dodd and Charlotte Wilson stand h
the camera which was first in•
evenly distributed blacks and
billion deficits in half by 1988, according to administration ofstalled in the office 10 years-go to take the photograph's fordrher'..licenses
. Ist 191fy, photographs forwhites
are
among
housing - intA. ficials. But they say the short-term goal.of-holding federal red ink
driver's license were first reiluired of Kentucky Motorists:
proved
more
than
any
other
to about $170 billion next year-can-be-met--•
• -- authority's since 1982. With 100
TOTOWA. N.J.- Authoritiei say they want to learn what led a
representing absolute segrega-11.5-year-o4r1 vagrant- to
lifestyle-that left him frozen to
tion, Murray's ind-ex fell from
death in -a field grasping a plastic bag obntainiiii $75,000 in un86.5 to 59.8. Further, while the
*Sheriffs
cashed checks. U.S. savings bonds and a money market
commission said the best
passbook._
•_
_
•--'
desegregation progress was
LOS .4NGELES - The-last-minute eollapse qf a proposed 93
_made by authotaiies with affirbillion merger between Otcidental Petroleum Corp. and Diainailve
action plans, Murray,
mond Shamrock Corp. that Would Wave created -the nation's
"
like three other of the five most
seventh largest oil compnay in sales came as-a surprise to
segregated communities, has---managers of the companle-i-li vJell as to outsiders. "It could have
such a plan.
been a personality clash" between leaders of the two firMs. one
Mary Warren, Murray Housanalyst said.
ing Authority director, said the
BV KEVIN BOWDEN
1982, has been a member of the
LOS ANGELES - Complaints about incomplete or inaccurate
mendment allowing sheriffs to
authorit
y
is
doing
staff Writer
its
best
to
department- since 1974 when he succeed themselves in
forecasts by the National Weather Service are legitimate, says
office.
reduce
segregat
Callowe
ion according to
fy County Sheriff
joined the force as a deputy.
the agency's ehief. who promises new technology will lead to lifeSalentine. 46. nd his wife.
the
affirmat
David
ive
action
Salentin
plan
e
announc
it
ed
toHe wasjust recently named to .-Retta reside at 1507
saving improvements in the next decade.
London_
adopted in 1980. With only a 5
day he will travel from his office
the board of directors of 'the Drive in. Murray '
VILLA LAS ESTRELLAS. Antarctica - In search of advenpercent
black
on
the
first
populati
floor
on
of
in
the
the
county
ture, Ana Maria Martino de Camacho gave up her nursing job.
Kentucky Sheriffs Association
In addition to Salentine. Max •
courthouse to_ the-sevand floor
county.,.however. and with the
at the association's state Parker. Calloway County at- two servant% and a spacious suburban Mane. NeXt,--she-tiff-ko a
limited'number of vacancies
office of the county clerk's office _ meeting. Salentine joins several, tprney
snow,survival course in the Andes and moved her family to Anand George Weak.s, counthat 'occur, progress comes
where he will enter his bid for
other area sheriff s who have ty executive judge, have
tarctica to reinforce
claims to a portion of the continent.
already
slowly, she said.
re-election.
annotintell their plans to. seek' filed their bids for re-election.
Today the .Camachos and five other air force families say they
_
"Our
affirmat
Salentin
ive action plan
e, who took over his
re-election following the recent according -to- the county, clerk's
feel less unsettled by the cold than by.:the isolation and awkwardis
working
current
,
it's
duties
just
slow,"
as
shetiffWarffi-Taff..
passage of a constitutional am- office.
ness of communal frontier life in this cluster of pre-fab houses
,
, ren said.
.
called Village of the Stars- .
Warren
said
the
state
has
not
WASHINGTON = The WhiteHouse doesn't need its own "news
previously notified the authority
service" because it already tightlyeentrols the public perception
of
a need for quicker desemgaof President Reagan by restriking reporters'. access to him.
• tion, and that as V. prior fears
some news reporters and executives say.
the news media received the
ANGELES - A former-Northrop Corp. engineer accused • commission report before the
of trying to sell seerets'about the stealth bomber worth billions of
authority did.
dollars to the Soviet Union has pleaded innocent. Thomas
According to the report, 50
Cavanagh. 40. entered his. plea on Monday.-and U.S. Magistrate
white and 28 black families live
Ralph Geffen continued the case for scheduling a trial date.
in Murray's three-public housing
BEVERLY HILLS. Calif.. = An 81-year-old man who killed an
projects texcluding those for the
alleged robber on New Year's Eve won't he prosecuted for the
elderly. Two projects, those on
shooting because authorities believe he was defending himself.
Nash Drive and Cherry Street,.
Police are searching for a
Caldwell and his wife -had
car, at reast one shot a!: fired.
are "racially Identifiable:: the
,suspect in connection with the locked up the Caldwel
striking
l
Caldwell.
Food
report states. Only the La
Today in History
murder of a Clinton man MonMart and were- approaching
Follette
Today.is Tuesday, Jan. 8. the eighth day of 1985.
Drive project has a
- The suspect was described as
day evening_
There are 357
black-white ratio close to that of . Duane Welton Caldwell, 60: of their car when a person stepped
days left in the year.
possibly a blacl; Male. 5 feet - 10
out from an alley armed with a
the authority as-'a'whole, lt
Today's highlight in history: On Jan. 8. 4935 inches.' of medium build, and
Route'1, Clinton was pronounced
50 years ago shoulder-type long weapon and
states.
entertainer Elvis Presley was born.
dead at Fulton Hospital, after demanded money.
wearing dark coveralls and a
according to
Of 41 families in the Nash
Today's birthdays: Actress Butterfly McQuee
being-shot in front of his grocery
red ski mask. State police. (lin
n is 75. ActorKentuck
y
State
Police.
Caldwel
l
Drive project, six were black; of
director Jose Ferrer is 73. Movie director Federic
store at approximately 6:35 p.m. turned over_ the
ton police and the Hickman
o Fellini is 65.
money from his
Thought for today: "Half the world is composed
at -the Clinton city limit on U.S, store and his
of people'who
wife
gave
her
COunty Stieriff. Department
have something to say and can't, and the
other half who have
(Cont'd on page 6) purse. As they turned to go to the are investigating,
'nothing to say, andkeepoii saying it.",--Robert
Frost, Mimi kart
poet 11874-19631.
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YOUR PAPER!
Subscribers who have not
received their home-deliverFd
copy of The Murray Ledger 8.
Times by 530 p m Monday Friday or by 3:30 p.m. Saturday
are urged to call 753-1916 bet
'ween 5:30 p.m. and 6 p.m.,
Monday through Friday, or
3:30 p.m. and 4 p.m. Scourdais. Office Hours - 8
p.m: Monday thru •Friday. 8
a.m.-12 p.m. Saturday
_

_

_ Today: Be-Waling cloudy.
Highs in the lower 30s. West
wind shifting to the northwest
- at 10
Tonight: Mostly cloudy and
cold. Lows in the lower 20s.
North wind 5 to 10 mph. ,
Wednesday: Cloudy with
occasional flurries. Highs in
the lower 30s. northeast wind
5 to‘10 mph.
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_ LAKE LEVELS
-Kehtticky .Lake
354.9
Barkley Lake .
355.0

Cll.
1,P- T-.1181-1E ••-: As the %miss incited in t"alloway Count
muddy,vehicles begin to *how up and business at local car
washes also begin-17nboont. Pictured shoe sire several motorists

stepping out from-Wehind the steering wheel and behind a
%lira
gun as they attempt.to.clean up their cars.
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Its not the Alps, but Tennessee's ski slopes catching on
By STE% I.. BAKER
Asseciated Press Writer
-IV:irrYXVTirlf.,- Tenn. ( Al'
Tennessee's
modest ski slopes are finding a niche in travel
plans for recreatival skiers who have neither
the time nor money to vacation in-the Rockies
or the Alps.
•.
,
You can jump in your car and drive to the.
Smokies where it takes your whole vacation to •
gti skiing in Colorado.". said Lynn Janutolo.
marketing three-tor for, Obgr Gatlinburg„.
From Memphis to Miami. Southern skiers
are trying the.ski resorts of Tennessee and
North Carolina in increasing numbers. resori
'operators- say
Slopes that used to be dominated by beginners have given wa.y to more advanced, hills
that are bringing the experienced skiers back
again and again. 1.'or ytars t.'eve catered to beginners." said
Janutolo .'llut lately-v.-e're-finding almost as
• many experienced mild advanced skiers as we
•

are first-timers.''
In 1982. only 4 percent of Ober Gatiinburg's
skiers had their own equipment compared to 34,
percent at the close of last sepson. Janutolo
• ,
said.
-Ober GatlinbUrg offers skiers a chance to ski.
in the picturesque.Great Smoky Mountains.
"Our winters are the off-season for hotels
• which makes it that much cheaper than going
to Vermont or to Colorado." Janutolo said.
Renegade Ski Resort. about 109 miles east of
Knoxville in the Cumberland Mountains, is
newer and is aiming its marketing strategy at
Tennessee and northern Alabama and Georgia.
promoters say.
Both Tennessee resorts charge about $20 for
a lift ticket to the top qf the slope and $10 to
rent •ski equipment.
Both also face stiff challenges from the ski
slopes of westernNorth-Carolina where Beech
and Sugar mountains are established resort's

with hills that challenge both beginners and the
More advanced skiers.
.Beech Mountain bills itself as "the highest
skiing east of the Mississippi" with an altitude
of 5,505 feet. and Sligar Mountain has steep
slopes and the longest ski season in the region.
Other North Carolina ski resorts include Wolf
-Laurel, 27 miles north of Asheville: Appalachian.,near Boone in the:state's northwest
corner: and Cataloochee t. Maggie Valley.
• Skiing in Tennessee begins when the - temperature dips to 28 degrees or below and
snow-making machines-ean'spray moist air
which turns to snow flake isn the cold air.
What the Southern skier gains in convenience
is often lost in quality, says Whit Sterling. a
33-year-old ski instructor who last year left
Aspen. Colo., for Renegade.
"It's not the same as Colorado or Europe, but
people enjoy it just as much." Sterling said.
"It's .different skiing and different attitudes.

OMNI

Most people aren't trying to improve faster
than the next guy. They're just out to have
fun." he said.
To keep advanced skiers coming back.
Renegade has begun winter races on its five
slopes, Sterling says-40 percent of the
Renegade's skiers are beginners and most?
visitors are families.
Unlike most ski rOsorts, visitors drive to the
top of Renegade's Spencer Mountain, ski down
and then-must ride-a-rtialrlift-back to--th-e
lodge where there's live entertainment on
weekends. ,

the
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The vertical drop at Renegade. is 400 feet
compared to a 1.200-foot drop at North
Carolina's Sugar Mountain, the steepest in the
region.
•
•
The longest run of Gatlinburg's 10 slopes is a
mile long while its most advanced and steepest
slope has a vertical drop of 600 feet within a
course length of 3,300 feet.'
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Anita Folsom begins her duties as
full-time Mitch McConnell field rep

Like many people, these-birds have surely endured the past week's-snow thinking-of•stmunersurish
the
and warmer temperatures.. •

Anita Folsom of Murray officially began her duties as a
full-time field representative for
US. Senator. Mitch McConnell
this past week after serving as
co•charEman of McConnell's
District One campaign.
Folsom, the ...wife of ,MSU
history professors Burton W.
FolSom, spoke about her new,
and first full•tIme-pkid political
position during a telephone interview Monday. She explained
she had spoken to McConnell a
week after the election, and
following an interview with' his
staff in Louisville wasnarned his
field representative.
Currently working out of her
home, Folsom. said site is contatting each of the county and

city governments in the 24-counShe will attend public meetings.
ties of the ffrst district.
fiscal courts, city councils.,.and
.'Senator McConnell was lookdo much of his constituent work
ing for a self-Motivator," said
that needs to be done.- •
Folsom, "He took 45 percent of
Folsom officially took over the
the vote in Calloway County and
dbties as field representative
he was very pleased with that,
Jan. 3, the same day McConnell.
since it was supposed to be a
took office. Folsom said she is
stronghold for (Walter) "still, putting everything
Huddleston."
together," adding that McCon• In an earlier comment about,, nell is currently trying to secure
the appointment of Folsom and
office space in Paducah at the
the final election results from
Federal Building. Once an office -- •
Calloway County. a represenIs located in this area, Folsom .,,
tative of the McConnell staff
will work as a liaison between
remarked that McConnell was .this area and the McConnell of"thankful for doing extremely
fice: It would be: according to
well in Calloway County. Anita
Folsom, one of the first times
Folsom is fully capable of the
the first district would be
_clutiesancl regional responrepresented. on such a local
sibilities as a regresentatiVe.
level.

SETTLE- WORKMAN'S
JANUARY CLEARANCE
NO EXCHANGES, NO REFUNDS
NO ALTERATIONS ON
SALE MERCHANDISE

MEN'S DEPT.
Men's Sweater Vest
Men's Dress Caps
Men's Robes
Men's Dress Shirts •
Men's Sport Shirts
Men's Sport Coats
Men's Sweaters
•
Men's Dress Pants
Men's Dress & Sport Hats
----Men's Work Jackets
Men's Flannel Shirts
All Men's Jeans
1 Group Jeans ,•
All Men's Suits

•

20% OFF
20% OFF
20% OFF
. .1 /2 PRICE
20% OFF
20% OFF'
20-50% OFF
20% OFF
20% - OFF
20% OFF
20% OFF
20% OFF
1 /2 PRICE
20% OFF

SHOE DEPT.
1 Table of
S500
Ladies Dress & Casual Shoes
All Men's Dress & Casual
Shoes & Dress Boots
20-50% OFF
Men's Western Boots
1 /2 PRICE
Men's Jogging Shoes
20% OFF
Children's Jogging Shoes
20% OFF
1 Group Ladies House Shoes
1 /2 PRICE
All Men's Hiking Shoes
1 /2 PRICE
-0•-•

All Electric Blankets By Fieldcrest

20% OFF

LADIES' DEPT. °

Ladies Purses
1/2 PRICE
Ladies Dresses
1/3 OFF
Ladies Robes
20% OFF
Lacties Blouses
20% OFF
Ladies Sportswear
1/2 PRICE
Ladies Sweaters •
20-50% OFF
All Ladies Jeans_ir & Mmes by V.6. s o,
20% OFF
Ladies Winter Coats
1/3 PRICE
All Ladies Flannel & Brushed Nylon
Gowns & Pajamas
20% OFF
All Ladies Slacks
20% OFF
•
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CHILDREN'S DEPT.
-Girls Knee Socks
1 /.2 PRICE
Girls Dresses Size 21 thru 14 Yrs
20% OFF
Girls Jeans Size 21- thru 14 Yrs. R_y W ranglf
20% OFF
•
All Slacks, Tops Shirts & Skirts Sties 2T thrt.., 14 Yrs
Girls Sportswear
.t :20-50% OFF
$500
1 Table Girls Jeans Values to Slv
All Boys Jeans s-Inu• Reg.
By ,Wronyier ....20% bFF
All Boys Sport Shirts 21 thr- 18 Irs .. .20-50% OFF
One Group Children's
Tobbaggans, Gloves & Mittens. .1 /2 PRICE
All Infants & Months Sizes,
Boys & Girls Sportswear
20% OFF
Boys Sweaters
1/2 PRICE
1 Rack Childrens Clothes
75% OFF
All Girls Coats
20% OFF
All Boys Warm Up Suits
20% OFF
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PERSPECTIVE

Chief among the excuses offered by Hanoi for
the Vietnamese army's continuing occupation of
Cambodia is prevention of the barbarOus Khmer
Rouge communists from returning to power in
Phnom Penh. Why,then, have Vietnam's last two
, annual offensives against Cambodian guerrilla
',bases been aimed not at the Khmer Rouge but at
the anti-communist, pro-Western Khmer People's
National Liberation Front?
The obvious answer isthat defeating the Khmer
Rouge would eliminate Vietnam's stated rationale
for invading,occupying, and now perhaps colonizing its weaker neighbor. In addition, the KPNLF's
growing military strength and political appeal inside Cambodia give the Vietnamese added incentives to target the front's refugee and guerrilla
bases nestled along Cambodia's border with
Thailand.
•
This is just what the Vietnamese were doing
when they attacked at least four of the largest
refugee camps and drove as many as 85,000 Cambodian refugees across the border into Thailand.
It is not yet clear how many Cambodian civilians
and guerrillas died, but the Vietnamese made few
efforts to spare the refugees. The refugee camps,
sprawling shanty towns moistly, were first shelled by howitzers and then attacked by infantry and
Soviet-built Vietnamese tanks. As each camp was
overrun...the Vietnamese put it tb the torch.
By running up the score against the hapless
refugtes, the Vietnamese May imagine.they are
erasing past •humiliation. liast April. Hanoi's
troops attacked the heavily fortified KPNLF gtrrllla base at Ampil and were bloodily repulsed in
a series of battles lasting more than a week. The
Vietnamese are doing better this time, but even
they must know that only a political settlement
can save them from an endless guerrilla war in
Cambodia.
A political settlement - necessarily involving
Vietnam, China, the five-member Association of
Soutileast Asian Nations ( ASEAN I, and the
various Cambodian'factions - would* b; more
likely if the Chinese-backed Khmer Rouge were
not the dominant partner in the tripartite guerrilla
coalition. What better way to demote the
loathsome Khmer Rouge than by building up the
best hope for a humane, democratic,government
in Cambodia - the Khmer People's National
Liberation Front?
The Reagan administration's response to Vietnam's bullying along the Thai-Cambodian border
should be to offer the KPNLF the arms needed to

- expand its ranks and hit back at the Vietnamese.

looking back
Ten year* ago
Sworn in as,,,,new members of the Murray
Board of Edusation were Don Henry, Kenneth
Humphreys and Will Ed Stokes.
Martha Lee Kinsey, 5, of Sedalia. March of
Dimes State Poster. Child for 1975, is pictur
with Jackie Underwood and Judy Canup co'chairmen of the local March o Dimes
Campaign.
. Births reported include a girl-to Mr. and Mrs.
Howard H. Keller, Jan. 5.
_Its--high school basketball games the Calloway
County Lakers beat Wingo Indians 82 to 59 and
Murray High Tigers beat Marshal County 73 to
58. High team scorers were James Wells for
Calloway and-Lindsey Hudspeth for Murray.
Twenty years ago
Dr. A.H. Kopperud of Murray is president and
secretary-treasurer of Gateway Developmeni_
Corporation with headquarters in Murray. This
•''4'

The bus business was big 40 or 50 years ago,
but today, like the trains, it is fading out
(EDITOR'S NOTE: This is the
first in a.series of columns dealing
with some of the history of the
passenger bus business in Murray
air some of the people closest to it.)
Almost as much a downtown fixture in Murray through the years as
the courthouse has been the bps station at the corner of North 6th and
Walnut Streets.
There wasa time when 22 Or more
buses a day either unloaded of load- ed passengers beneath its canopy,
and as many as 40 people wOrked
there - selling tickets, keeping
books, transferring luggage, serving
meals, driving or servicing the
buses and the like.
The bus business was big in those
days. During much of its early days,
the nation was slowly but surely
pulling itself out of the greatest
vs economic depression it had ever
known.
Many Calloway Countituis, as well:
as others from across West Kentucky and West Tennessee, had gone ,
o'r were' going to Detroit to seek"
work in the emerging automotive in-

dustry's asikinbly plants.'
Many found jobs; those who did
not returned'homein disgust. Still
others, of a .roore enterprising
nature, would go to Detroit. _buy a
car, drive it back and sell it - sort
of a forerunner,operation to the
county:s extensive used car
business as we know it today.
Most of these people traveled.by
bus,going from Murray,- Mayfield,
Paris and other points in the area to
Paducah "to catch the,Greyhound"
north to Detroit.
Murray State University. still in
its infancy was seeing many of its
students traveling to and from the
campus by bus - some every day.
Ohly a handful had cars.*
And, during World War II, there
were times when it took a dozen or
----ffi0r-el5ii-S-6§-ar Paducah to pick up
all the soldiers and Navy men sta-

tioned at Camp Campbell, Camp
Tyson at Paris, Tenn., and in the
V-12 program at Murray State and
get-them to their stations.
• -Almost around the clock - seven
days a week - the station was a hub
of activity. But that was 40 or 50
years ago.
•
••
•
When it dawned on me one day
just how rapidly the passenger bus
business - like that of the railroads
- almost was a thing of the past in
small towns like Murray.I thought
it might be a good idea to get at least .
some of its local history on paper. _
Everyone with whom I discussed
this suggested that I talk with two
people in particular - Pat Rowland
and J. R. Mahan. Between them,
Pat and J. R. have something like
87 total years of bus experience in
Murray and this area.
The three of us talked for almost
two hours not long ago in the almost
deserted lobbYof the-old bus station.
Dot Mahan, J. R.'s wife and the present station manager, was behind
the countendoing some paperwork.
A few pieces of freight were on the
floor near the'counter, waiting to be
picked up by one of the four buses
still coming through each day.
There was a time, Pat noted, when
there wasn't roofn on one bus for all
the freight folks wanted shipped
Once the passengers' baggage was
aboard.
The mid-day -bils - right on
schedule at 11:50 a.m. 21- arrived
just about the time we finished our •
visit. No passengers got off, nor
were there any to board-.
At the wheel was Jim_Albright.
with whom I had ridden on trips to
Morehead and RIchmond with the Murray State football Racers. With
an empty bus, he was headed for
Clarksville before turning around
and cotning back through here- on
his way home to Paducah-.

••

Pat has no idea how many miles
he has driven. The figure surely has

to be in the millions. He is, however.
proud of the fact that only one 'accident was ever charged against his
record,—
. It happened in Paragould. Arle.,
when a car in front of his PUS stopped unexpectedly for a school buswhich hadn't stopped; causing Pat's
bus to strike the car in the rear.
One of eight children of -the late
Will Rowland, a carpenter, and his
wife, Mattie, Pat, now 71 years of
age, was born and raised in-Murray.
Only he and one- brother, W. C.
Rowland of Paris. Tenn., still are
living.
- He started to school th a two-room
• building. on the schoolyard where
the Marray Middle School is today.
His teacher was Miss Virginia Hay.
Pat went to high school in the
building which is Murray Middle
School :-today,, but left iniophomore year to go to work. His
first job was working for Frank
Pool, Kirk'sfather, at a City Service
filling station at the corrier Of Main
and 6th Stteets. Peoples Bank has a

letter to the editor
To the editor:
,The members of the

Murray Fire
Department would like to thank the
local churches, civic clubs, merchants, schools and the individuals
of our coMmunity for their kind,
generous donations. With your help
the -1964 Fireman's Christmas Party for-the children of Murray and
Calloway county wal-a huge success. With these donations we were
able to give toys, fruit. milk, candy
and cookies to the needy children of
our community:Also, a free movie
and skating 'party was given that
afternoon. Again.: the Members of,
the Murray -Fire Department say

Kala Stroup, and has served in that
position with the university's three
earlier presidents — the late Dr.
Ralph

H. Woods, Dr. Harry
Sparks and Dr. C. W. Curris.

M.

Anita is the' widow of Paul
-Mansfield.. a well-known and
popular Murray barber before his
death a few months ago. She is a

the Frenchman who loved America
Alexis de Tocqueville:

t-

•

The means that allow men,up
to a certain point, to go without
religion are perhaps, after all.
the only means we still posses
for blinging mankind ba7c-k, by
a long and roundabout path,to, a state of faith.

F••

jb

DOUBLE COUPONS
Here's An Example:

County. Hmemakers Clubs held Jan. 6 at the
-was-assisted by. Mrs.
'Barletta Wrat er, county home demonstration
agent. Recent births reported at the Murray Hospital
include- a‘poy to Mr. and Mrs. James E.
Thurmond,'
Thirty years ago

25COFF

Manufacturer's
Coupon

25COFF

K mart Matches
Coupon Value \'`,•

50
0F
0

Total
Savings
To You

"The new city school on South 13th Street is
well on the way to completion," from column,
-Seen & Heard Around Murray" by James C

-

Lebanon. Ill,

•

Tri 1954. Pat remarried. His wife.
with whom he makes his home today at 317 Woodlawn. is the former.,
Sue Redden of Paris, Tenn.

4.11111rIM 4:=11 lir
."
111r
'The Saving Place

Mrs. Ross McClain presented the lesson on
"Knitting- for lesson leaders of the 15 Calloway

SPBSCHIPTION Ft ATF:S In areas served by car.riers. Ii -75 per month, payable ilT iiivanct• By mail In.
Calloway County and' to Benton. Dardln. Mayfield.
Sedalia and Farmington. Ky . and Paris, Buchanan and
Puryear. Tn . 820 50 per year By mail to other defitInalions 847 50 per year
To reach all departments of the new spaper phone
753 1915
,
The ,Aliirrity Ledger 4. Times re'- a *member of

Joe,

thoughts in season

Tuesday, Jan. 8, 1985

The Murray 1.edger & Tunes is pubhshed every afternoo
.n,except Sundays. July 4. Christmas Day. New
years_ Day and Thanksgiving Day by Murray
Newspapers Inc .1001 iM1'hithell Dr.. Murray. Ky 4207t.
a
Second Class Postage Paid at Murray. Ky 42071
•

'-'

Open Deily 9-9 Sun. 12-6

Debbie Brittaiii was elected as queen of the
Faxon School Basketball•Seam. Her attendants
are Pamela Kay--Duncan-and Lawanda Jones.

The Murray I.edger 8: Times s 1.'SPSItOS 7001

librarian at Murray state. Joel is a
salesman with Parker Ford in Mur
ray,. where everyone knows him as

drive-in 14.1" litWthere today.
_lielaras.workilig at the old Murray
THANK YOU for your help and
Milk Products plant, now Ryan Milk
generous donations.
Company,in 1934 w.hen he and Flora
James R. Efornhuckle, Chief,
Johnson of the New Hope communi-..
MURRAY FIRE DEPARTMENT
ty were married. He had met her at
a carnival, set up on the lot at the
corner of North 4th and Chestnut
Streets where Shpemaker Seed
13 Ken iiolf
Company is today. The year belgre, .Are religion and faith the same
she had graduated as valedictorian
thirfg? If not, how are they related"
.Of her Murray High'School class.
Are arl men and .wornen of faith
Before her death in.1953, they had
religious? Do all religious people
three children,- Patsy, Anita 'and
have :faith?
.
Joel.*
Before you get too-confused. con-.
Now Mrs. Joe Dyer, Patsy is
skier this thoughtfp comment on
secretary to Murray State President
faith doubt. and r4ligion written by

'

WALTER - L. APPERSON, President.
Editor & Publisher
TED DELANEY,Circulation & Production
Manager
DAVE REEVES. Advertising Manager
BOB TAYLOR. Classified Manager
ALICE ROUSE, Business Office Manager

melt
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ONE DAY ONLY!

Wirray Ledger & Times

I.

by m.c. garrott

will be for the prOmotion of the area at U.S.
„Highways 68 and 641 in NOrth Marshall County.

Williams.
Dr. Hugh McElrath, local dentist, presented
the program at a meeting of the Murray Rotary
CM)) held at the Murray Woman's Club House.
Dr.'and Mrs. James K. Collie and family were
recent guests of his parents; Mr: and Mrs. PIE.
Collie. He is coach at McKendree' College.

P

Wierray Ledger 8c Times

garrott's galley

U.S. should back
KPNLF faction
versus Vietnam

1985

Redeem your coupons at K mart' and
double its value. Double redemption
applies only to those items in stock and
does not include tobacco, beer and wine
and free coupons. Total redemption cannot exceed the price of the iti3M. Limit one
manufacturer's coupon per item.
Sorry no roincheck
S

We've Got It And We've Got !t Good!

AggOrtat441—Presu:—K4411-toese.—.4ssoo4404osi--44404-

440

itnirthern Newspaper Publishers Association
The Associated Press Is exclusivbly entitled to ?WM
originated by The Storni% I ...lig r /41'Times

700 U.S. Highway 641 N. Murray, Ky.
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01-97-erbcy-Crass wedding planned

Emily Dunn and Todd
Ross have been named
Ms. Sue Vverbey of
as Good Citizens of the
Murray annOunces the
two local high schools.
approaching marriage
This annual honor iè
of her daughter. Lisa
presented each year by
Gaye, daughter of the
the Captain" Wendell
late Larry Ray
Oury Chapter ' of the
'Overbey, to Randall
:entral center 753-3314 Gray Crass, son of Hugh
Daughters of the
American Revolution,
Sharon
and
'crass
Gray
.1.. 9 III 11%1 I
according to Doris
Crass, both of Kirksey.
No WNFINIt 7#
Nance. D.AR chapter
The bride-elect is a
BURT
CLINT
member.
1984 graduate of
REYNOLDS
WOOD
EAST
Miss Dunn. a senior at
Calloway County High
Calloway County High
School.
. School. is the daughter
• .She is the grandof Mr. and Mrs. Ray L.
daughter (if Mr. and
Dunn of Hazel.
Mrs,. V.L. _Shelton of
She is a member of
Hazel and of Mr. and
tillf flIAW
the Beta Club, Pep Club,
-Mrs. Ralph-Morris-and
Speech Team and of the
chistnut st. 753-3314 Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence
Calloway County High
Overbey. all of Murray.
School Chapter of the
Mr. Crass is a 198/
Future Business
graduate of Calloway
Leaders of America. =
County High School. He
Miss"Dunn was the
-currently is employed at
II %AN
ir. 1977
first place winner in
Dwain Taylor Chevrolet
11140 sr0.11# r,
Original Oratory at the
of Murray.,
tha
ail lac
UllIVel•sr 40 ,isrI 0r.#1 1983 State FBLA ConThe groom-elect is the
planet. k#C1
vention. She also won
grandson
Mr.
and
of
Cruitipdhill,•
first place at the 1983
Mrs. Lamon Peeler of
State Foreign Language
Murray, of Mrand Mrs.
Festival'.
Fred CPments. of
Mr. Ross, a senior at
Cumbarlarid City,
Murray High School, is
Team, arid of the late.
the son of Mr. and Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas
Dean Ross of Murray.
Crass.
He is a member of the
The wedding
,
Choral Group, Spanish •
ceremony wilr.6e solem- -Lisa Gat:e( verhei, and Randall Gray(.1.1s
1-Team, Drama Group
nized on Friday..Ftb. 8.
the
'at 7 p.m: at
A reception will follow North "Branch of the relatives are invited to and -Governor's
Mentorial Baptist the teremony' in the Peoples,Bank.
attend the wedding and Scholars Program.
• • • Mr. Ross was the first
Church.
'
Alt' friends a n d °the reception.
Community Room of the
place winner of the 1984
Spanish Oral Recitation. He was a-member
- of the 1984 State Drama.'
•
•
Championship Team. A newborn admission baby boy, Rt. 1;
Dismissals
li°s'(
EDDIE
.105 North 16th St.,.
Mrs. Nance_said -the
MURPHY
and disiniszals at
Mrs. Ter.esa Mae
Gary Wayne'Mardis: Mayfield:. Mis4 Diane
DAR Chapter is proud to
Murray-Calloway Coun- Rt. 1, Dexter; Kim Alan_.McWane. Hardin: Ray- Ashby and baby boy,
NO 4. %.,t•
honor these 1,4vo local
ty Hospital fcir Thurv- Cole, 136 •Belair Dr.. mond T. Matheny, Rt, 1.; 14141
.
2 Vine St.; Mrs.
high
school senior with'
day. Jan. 3,- have been - Mayfield-; Mrs. Gil Gibson, Hopson, Rt.
this annual award.'"
•(Cont'd
on
page
5)
released as follows:
Elizabeth Karan Carter. 5.
Newborn admission
Rt. 1, Fancy Farm;
,Baby
Suiter„ • Mrs. Bertha •Lef
f
arents. Marylan and Beane. -Fit_ 'I; Miss
Gary. Rt. 2, Murray.. .64taabeth, A. Nichols.
The MurraY-ealloway
Dismissals
1195 - College Courts: County Hospital has
Mrs. jefta D. Ronnie B. 'Sills. Rt. 4: released the dismissals
Heinrich and baby boy. William H. Roberts, Rt. ,for Friday. Jan. 1. No
Box 982, M'urray; Miss 5:
newborn -admissions
ch•stniti St. 753-3314 Dorothy J. Paschall and
Jason L. "Yarbrough. were listed.

*:
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YEAR END SALE
MOTHERS- MORNING OUT - Lisa (lees-,one of the teachi•rs for the Mothers Morning Out-Program
held each Tuesday from 9 to 11:30 a.m. at the First United Methodist Church, talks with some
of the
children who are, from left, Meg Farrell, Maggie Melson, Cara Childress. -Suzannit Patterson.
Darcy
Mullin and Peter Eberhardt. Other teachers are Judy•Stahler and Lynne Bailey. Brenda
director of the program,said some openAgs are available in the program for children, walkingTurner,
ones through
four years ot age. Interested persons May call the church office. 753-3812.

Actor Broderick Crawford
receiving sti=oke treatment

Vacation Time
is just around
the corner!

Now 10 Sessions
For $40!
Call for appointment

1/mt.-Sat. 5.5
713-X•44?`
15010 liml•ton

4fr

Original Prices On
Littleton's Fall, Winter
and Holiday Fashions

at

LOS ANGELES '1A71 condition; citing a re- Actor Broderick quest from the actor's
Crawford has been family.
transferred to the
However, Al Melnick,
Cedars-Sinai Medical CraWford's agent of 40
Center_ for treatment of, years, said the actor
a stroke he suffered dur- was'
,holding his own."
ing a New Year's Eve -- Crawford 4.fas able to
,party at his,home.
_ speak, but not top clear'The 73-year-old actor ly, áñiI
very listtle
was moved Monday movement'," said
morning from Universi- Melnick, who visited
ty of California-Los him at UCLA medical
Angeles Medical • center. His son, Chris,
Center, said hospital and wife, Mary Alyce
spokesman Ron Wise. Moore, also visited him
Wise refused to provide at the hospital, said
details on Crawford's Melnick.

Get a head start
on your suntan
_ with
Suntanna Systems
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SALE
Mon. Jan. 7 thru Sat. Jan. 12

X
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X
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--Afi-Grese-Stitch Accessories
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JANUARY
UNIFORM SALE
Buy TWO and the
„Third One Is FREE

Or Entire Stock of Uniform's
Reduced 200/0 or More
Sale Ends Feb. 2

-11wARKEIM-thiStFORMS
Itioyfielti Shopping Plato
502 247 8445
-fhiki, Ki 42066
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Ladd-Garland vovv, solemnized
Miss Cathy Lynn
Ladd an& Roberforegg
Garland .were married on Saturday, Nov. 24, at
7-p.m. at the Emmanuel
Bapt,ist Church,
Mayfield. , •
The bride is the
daughter of—Mr. and
Mrs. Paul W. Ladd, Rt.
5, Mayfield.
She is the granddaughter of Mrs.
Kathleen Vinson of
Mayfield and the _late
Kermit ;Vinson and of
Mrs. Beulah Ladd of Eddyville and the late Ar-thur -Ladd.
The groom is the son
Of Mr. and Mrs. Marshall Garland, 1500
Kirkwood, Murray. -*
He is the grandson of
Mr. and Mrs. Rue!
Garland of Murray and
of the late Mr. and Mrs.
Carl Stout, Sr.
The Rev. Ray E. Provow officiated for:the
ceremony.
Music was presented
by Miss Sarah Wade,
organist. Mrs. Michael
Reed. pianist, and
Michael Reed, soloist.
They were all Of
Mayfield.
The church altar was
decorated with
35 -branch 'arch
candelabrum flanked on
each side yvit,h 15-branch
spiral candelabra and
tree-candelabra, all
decorated with
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Gregg
magnolia leaves and
pink and white
The flower girls were Louisville.
carnations.
• Miss Heather- Glover,
Tommy Shown of
Boston ferns and palm daughter. of Mr. -• and Murray and
Ricky Ladd
trees ireie. also used at Mrs. Larry Glover of of
Mayfield, -brother of
the altar. Decorating Mayfield and Miss An- the
bride, served as
th'e aisles were hur- drea 1race, daughter of ushers...."
ricane lamps trimmed Mr. and Mrs. Kent , Jacob
Ray, son of Mr.
with magnolia leaves Grace of Hopkinsville.
and Mrs. Mark Ray of
and white ribbons.
• - The attendants wore Hickory, served as
The bride
wine taffeta princess ringbearer.'
•
The bride wore a for- styled dresses fashioned
The attendants wore
mal lace:trimmed gown with sweetheart formal
tuxedoes with
of white. it was design- necklines and elbow- black
jackets and grey
ed with a high neckline, tength puffed sleeves.
Pthstripe pants.bishop sleeves and
•They carried bou:
The bridal register
chapeiblength train. Her (wets
-of carnations, was kept by Mrs. Mark
fingertip-length veil was ,daisies and baby-'s Ray of
Hickory.
attached to a bandeau of breath in white, pink'
Reception
silk flowers.
and wine.
A re,ception followed
She carried a bridal
The groom
the ceremony in 'the
botiouet.of white roses . The groom.wore a forfellowship -hall-of -the
and •other flowers and -Mal tuxedo with black church*
greenery..
jacket. He had a white
Serving were Mrs.
Mrs. Larry.Glover of rose boutonniere.
Sandra Jones of Barlow,
Mayfield was the
Michael Utley of Miss Gina Williams of
matron of honor. The Huntsville, Ala., served Louisville,
Mrs. Mark
bridesmaids were Mrs. as best man for Mr. Ray
of Hickory and
Teresa Sullivan of. Garland.
Mrs. Michael. Heed of
Nashville, Tenn.. and
Groomsmen were Bob Mayfield.
`4
!
Mrs. Zane Renfro of Thurman of Murray and
The couple left later
Paducah.
Frank Gilliam of for a wedding trip to

'
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Group B of Ladies Tennis of the Murray Country Club will play ThUrsday, Jan. 10. The group
will meet at 9 a.m. at the entrance of the Murray.
Callowiiy'County Park to go to Kenlake Tennis
Center to play at 9:30 a.m. Pairings will be made
at courtside and will include the following.
players: Marilyn Adkins, Cecilia Broek, Norma
Frank, Jennifer Hewlett, Frances Hulse, Mug
Rigsby, Janie Ren ad BeckLWilson.

Church plans service
A special service will be at the Lake-Land
Apostolic Church,• South 15th and Sycamore
Streets, Murray, on Thursday. Jan. 10, at7:30
p.rri. The speaker will be the Rev. LloydliardY Of
C'roftori, pastor of the Crofton Pentecostal
Church. "The public -is invited to attend this
special service," said the'Rev. James H. Cain,
pastor of Lake-Land Church.

Ails will speak at rally
Willard Ails will be the afternoon keynote
speaker for the Youth Rally at the Maysville
• Church of Christ, Huntsville. Ala., on Sunday.
Jan. 13. The rally weekend therhe will be "The
Challenge of Being A Teen- and Ails Will address
the topic of "The Challenge cif Peer Pressure"
Ails. is peal pharmacist with Revoco Drug and
owner of The' Bookmark in downtown Murray.
Other speakers for the rally will include Ken
Dugan, baseball coach for David Lipscomb College. Nashville. Tenn.. Colin McKee of Huntsville. Joe Van Dyke and Eddie Lee Thompson,
both of kNashville. James Long. former mfnister
of the Lebanon Church of Christ in Graves_County. is minister of th-e-liraysville Church.
.

Italian Spaghetti
Special
ONLY

$ 1 49

With Garlic Bread
Salad 59 Extra

.ColdiVater -BA • diit,..4'oinen •
hear-Mapv gasveak

Mary E
'
.
cef
JoanCul Marge West:
_presented the_ Asai'
Sandra Lo rye y
study at thmeeting of Magelirie -Manning.
the Coldwiler Vantlsti.
Finney,
„ .mma
Church VVorhen ,held ton Lou Adams asci Dorothy
ThursdO, Dec. 134..a 'Kernel'.
. e
the church.
'The next meeting Will
"Let'd Keep Christ In be On Thursday. Jan. 10,
Christi•nVa" was
.. ,•tee at 7 P.m. at the church..
subject of the study'by
litirs*-Easteys' Wilma
Jean Sanders presided.
The prayer calendar
was presented .1sx
Christine,Wfiliams With'
prayer for the Mis'sionaries being red by
Flo Richardson.
• Sunshine Friends exchanged gifts and new
names were drawn for
the following year.
A salad. supperwas'
served.v,
. Also present' were
Faye Manning, Betty
Darnell, Mary-- Landis,
•-

Gatlinburg, Term., an&
the Great'SinOky Mountains National-Park.
They now are residing
in Dallas, Texas.
(Cont'd from page 4)
The bride, a'gradurite
of SymSonia High Carolyn F., elendenen,
School, received her Rt. 4; Mrs: Judith Ann
bachelor's, degree in Tate., RL 1, Benton;
Mrs. Audra B. Moody,
business education from
Murray State Universi- 1507 Chaucer Dr.; Mrs.
ty. She is employed by Carmen Tynn Hart, Rt.
Prophecy Corporation 1,furyear, Tenn.; Mrs.
of Dallas.
- 'Eriff L. Mathus, Rt.
The groom, a 1, Hardin;
Mrs. Mary Beth
graduate of ' Murray
High School, received Weatherford and baby
an associate degree in girl. Rt. 2, Buchanan,
computer science from Tenn.; Mrs, Vada Mae
MSU. He now is Henderson, l'tt. 1, Haremployed_ -,by Data din; John H. Grogan,
Rt. 1, Hardin;
Systems of Dallas.
Mrs. Melanie
Paschall and baby girl,
Rehearsal dinner
Mr. and Mrs, Mar- Rt. 2, Puryear, Tenn..,
shall-Garland of Mur- Mrs. Jayne B. Witham,
ray, *parents Of the 2018 Gatesborough;
groom, were hosts for Fonza Orr. _RI. _2,
the rehelfrsal dinner at Puryear, Tenn.;
Miss Karl J. McThe Happy Rouse in
- Cuiston. 1102 Doran
Mayfield. •
Rd.: Miss Rebecca K.
Lee, 903A Northwood;
Mrs. Dorris KathleenRiley, Rt. 2, Parts,
Tenn.; •
• Mrs Helen M. Cain,
1704 College Farm Rd.;
Grove 612601 the Woodmen of the World will
Alvin P. Brandon, 705
meet Thursday, Jan. 10. at 6:30 p.m: at the
South Fourth St.; Mrs.
Homepface Family Restauradt, Highway .121
Lyda Caroline Donisch,
North. All members are urged to attend.
831 Hurt.

Grove 6126 will meet

Keith Branson, former resident of Murray,
will speak on Thursday, Jan. 10. at 7 p.m, for the
Paducah Cooperative Ministry Council meeting
at Westminister Presbyterian Church, Broadway and 28thStreets, Paducah. Branson has just
returned from two years of voluntary service in
Peru for Habitat for Humanity. WM% in Penu he
built homes in Puno. Peru for Habitat Interns-1MM- which --has programs in 11 counkries.
Paducah Habitat for Humanity, the eighth of 64
affiliates in the United States, builds homes for
low income familiekwhictiarFilold without down
payment•on interest. With cash conributions and
voluntee workers. Habitat has a dream of providing decent housing.for poor people of .the
world. Julia Fowler is president of 'Paducah's
organization.
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Dixieland Center

CLEARANCE
2 for 1 plus Si
(411 Fall Shoes{

Accessories30%- Off

SHOEMBARN
In The Dixieland - Shopping Center

10-5

753-7220

Mega..fiat.

PWP Chapter

-Best Deal
of the Year

MENS
30.500 Off
Pants
Sweaters
1 BOYS
1 2 Price
Ties
ALL
2 Price
REDUCED
Suits & Coats 30-50 °. Off
Jeans &
5000
Casual Slacks
OR MORE
2 Price

LADIES

o

meet

The Paducah Chapter of Parents WithoutPartners will Meet Friday, Jan. 11. at 8 p.m. at the
American Legion Building. Legion, Drive.
Paducah. AU-single parents are invited to attend
The only requirement is to
a parent and single
by reasonof death, divorce, separation or never
married. For more infofmation call I-554-5071 or
1-554-3095

1

Sweaters
Skirts
Slacks
Sportswear

Also A Big

1 2

Price
P
Price

1 7

Price

s10.00

2

Rack

'NurItinollatn (Rau

Court Square
414 Main

Dixieland Center
1302 Chestnut

Both Locations

•

•
WINTiiCLEARANCE
$AVE STOREWIDE

NEW BUSINESS
Start Bringing Your Items To The First
And Only Consignment Sales Store in
Murray. Bring Quality Items &
Receive High Prices. We Sell Anything
& Everything. Come By & Bring Your
Appliances, Clothes, Stereos, Luggage...Etc. Or Call 759-4194

•

,
1,
1,

30%MK

I.
1,
1.

up to 70%0FFII:

als

"Famous Name Brand Clothing

o'

At A SAVINGS!!"

C & J Consignment Sales
Owned & Operated By Cary Brandon & Jan Vance

F

*WINTER
CLEARANCE
si 0-$1 5-$20
Racks

tr

Wednesday 11 AM 10 PM

L

4.

Wednesday.Jan.9
Goshen United
'Methodist Church
'.men will meet at 7
p.m. at the church
---Mountain MiPPion
Truck will be.at- South
Pleasant Grove" United
Methodist Church.
---.Homemakers Clubs
will .meet. as -follows:
Pottertown at 1,0 a.m. at
Holiday Inn; Harris , •
Grove at TO a m.-at Ellis
Center!Pacers at70:30
(Cont'd on page 10)

Branson back from Peru

9 Special For Kids

Free Refills On Drinl4s

Murray Star Chapter
No. ,433 Order of the
Eastern Star -will meet
at 7:30 p.m. at the lodge
hall.
"Skating party for •
Robertson and Carter
Elementary Schools Will

Tuesday, Jan.8
be from 6 to 8 prm. at
K o lie r" Skating of
Murray.;
-The Singles' Class of
Seventh and Poplar
Church • of Christ will
meet at 7 p.m. at 602
•Elin'St.

.•••• •

Newborn...

1413 Olive Blvd. Murray, Ky. 42071
Phone 759-4194 --------Open 10-7 6 Days A Week

Inside Dining Only

5

" 1

Twesday,Jan.1
;4.4 tTuesday,Ban. 14
Second night of ad.% .•-; I '-14; hur chi- Legion
lb:Hiding, South
tryouts for "The Glass• parlor,(
01•1?fe.i4ii:' III Slitthkrfa Maplefitreets.
Menagerie". by Pun_ with Corinne. McNutt at
ppa Depailinent of
7 p.m. in Merle Norman ,' -..
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OBITUARIES

(Cont'd from page 1)

23 families at Cherry Street. 19
were black; and of 14 at La
Follette, three were black. the
report saylf.' Altogether, 22
families would need to relocate
to bring about the desired black:
whiteratio in each project. it
states.__
Warren said those figures are
misleading because only about
50 of the Murray authority's
units house non-elderly
residents; the commission has
recognized that elderly blacks
do not enter public housing, she
said.
When a project vacancy occurs in a traditionally white
neighborhood. Warren explained, she goes first to .the file of
black applicants who fall within
the income range tOr that housing unit. Applicants from that
file are offered the vacant unit,
and they . •'always arcept," she
said.
The same process occurs in
reverse when a vacancy occurs
in a black neighborhood, but
much of the time no white-applicants accept_ the unit, she

black neighborhoods.-For years: board of commissioners apsaid. further, since there are
pointed by the City Council.
fewer units in the predominately
blacks and whites happily movblack projact there-are fewer " ed = into projects in separate
- tvacancties for whites. 'she neighborhoods until the governIn a letter to Warren. Martin
explained.
notes cases in which Authorities
ment began mandating
desegregation, she said. "At this time, we're housing
have'beentaken to court for not
Graveside services for Audrey
Miss Mary Ethel Overcast, 77,
more black applicants thanThe negative publicity created
taking steps to reduce segregaLynn
Allbritten were today at 11
Dr.,
Murray,
died
110
Hickory
white" among the non-elderly by the commission's reports
tion. He also states that delay in
a.m. at the Puryear Cemetery,
Monday
at
12:40
p.m.
at
the
Warresidents,
units, she said. There' are disturbs project
reducing segregation could
Puryear, Tenn.
West- View Nursing Home.
perhaps 10 vacancies a-year,she ren added.
jeopardize federal funding • for
retired
from
the
.
She
was
a
AufhoriDouglas Bennett officiated.
added.
The Murray Housing
.the community's public housing
Civil Service at Memphis,
Ridgeway Morticians of Paris,
"In time, through attrition it ty is governed by a five-member
projects.
Tenn., and had moved to MurTenn., was in charge of the
will take care of itself."
ray in 1978.
arrangements.
Human Rights commission
Miss Overcast Is a member of
Director Galen °Martin said
The infant girl was stillborn on
the Emmanuel Baptist Church',
authorities should write annualSunday at the Murray-Calloway
Murray.
letters ` encouraging . present
County Hospital.
Born Feb. 24, 1_907, in
tenants to move in order to inawaiting
transfer
to
the
state
conJackson
She is survived by her
James Elliott
Florence, Ala., she was the
ol*
crease integration.-Warren said
penitentiary to serve sentences daughter of the late James
victed as a persistent felony ofparents,. Mr. and Mrs. David
the authority has not done this,
for a Murder "for felony convictions. Also William Overcast and Margaret
(Linda Emerson) Allbritten;
though it has nor" discciuraged fender and due'
transferred -were Kenny Jane Crockett Overcast_
transferred to the
been
has
trial,
her grandparents, Mr. and Mrs.
such moves and, has granted
Jackson, Stanley Dick, Merritt
Kentucky State Reformatory at
One brother, Vester Overcast,Rex Allbritten, Puryear, and
them when requested. Residtnts
LaGrange, along with(Our other _Lawson and Emmett Atkins.
died in 1943.
Mr. and Mrs. Jimmy Emerson,
chose's specific residence when
The men were taken to
inmates of Calloway County
She is survived by one sister,
they moved in and have a right
Qomo,
Tenn.; her greatLaGrange by deputies J.D. Miss Bonnie M.' Overcast, 110
Jail.
to remain there, she said.
grandparents,
Mr. ,and- Mrs.
Williams,
Billy
Paul
Howard,
traniferred
Jackson was
Hickory Dr.; several cousins inWarren said the segregation
morning. He, like the Scott Barrow and Tim Stone..... cluding Sue and J.D. Roberts,
Tuesday
Elbert
Allbritten,
Hazel,. and
problem stems from the federal
Sheriff David Balentine said Bill Mohundro, Harold Mohunhad been
inmates,
Mr.
and
other
Mrs.
Claude
Emerson,
government's having originally
there are still four inmates dro and Louise Owens, all of
Paris.
built separate projects for
awaiting trapsfer to • state Murray, Ruth Feriuson, Hazel,
whiteS and blacks in white and
prison. .Dick had been -due for John Stringer, Petty, Texas, and
transfer for nearly a year.
Mattie _Lou _Coss _and Fella StrThe transfer eased over- inger, Tyler, Texas.
crowding at the county jail,
The funeral will be Wedneswhich has a capacity for 28 in- day at 10:30 a.m. in the chapel of
U.S. Sen. Mitch 'McConnell
mate. However, four beds are the Blalock-Coleman Funeral
Room 118
reserved for women and four for Home.
Final rifes for Lawrence KomRtasell Senate Office BIN.,
juveniles. The jaiLnow has 22 inmer were Monday at 1 p.m. in
The Rev. N.A. Thompson of
Washington. D.C.20510
mates, two of them women and Middleton, Tenn., and the Rev.
the chapel 'of Atikins-Farmer
two juveniles.
Funeral Home, Metropolis, Ill.
A Murray State University
James Fortner of Murray will
•
U.S.-Sen. Wendell Ford
student was ordered to -pay
officiate.
• The Rev. tnuis Heger of- 'ROOM 363
medical _restitution amounting
- Burial will follow in the
ficiated. Burial was in the IOOF •
to $1,198.96 by Calloway District
Russell Senate Office Bldg.'
Walker Cemetery in • Henry
Cemetery there.
•
'Court Judge David Buckingham
'Washingion,. D.C. 20510
'County, Tenn.
306
East 10th
Mr.
Komnier,
84,
Monday, in connection with an
Friends may call . at the
St., Metropolis, died Saturday at
Sept.
14.
Assault
on
'alleged
funeral home.
U.S. Rep. Carroll Hubbard Jr.
8:45 a:'m. at the Massac
The Calloway County Board of
Daniel R. Griffey, 23, of Paris,
2182 Rayburn House Office Bldg.
Memorial Hospital.there.
Education will:meet at 6:30 p.m.
Tenn., appeared before the
WashingtCM, D.C. 2015.5
Thursday-, Jan. 10 in the board
Survivors are his wife, Mrs.
judge Monday. where, • on a
•
•
.
Nina Komener; one daughter,
recommendation by Archie C. - office on College Farm Road,
All U.S. Senators and RePresentativeS may be reachThe agenda will include: inMrs. Vitrue Hasman,
Simmons, of 1403 Hughes Street,
ed by phone by dialing (202)224-3121 where a U.S. Capitol
duction of new board member
Metropolis; one son, •Jarnes
the complaining witness, the
Robert McDaniel and:re-elected
operator will connect you with the.official of your *choice.
Kommer,
Eaduca.h.
assault charge was amended to
Services for Mrs. Mary Ann
members T.C. Hargrove and
disorderly conduct, to which
Hale are today- at 2'p.m. M the
Also surviving are one grandFerrel Miller; election of the
Griffey pleaded guilty. A 90-day
State Serf. Greg Higdon
chapel of the Blalock-Coleman
son, Steve Hausman, Murray;
chairman and vice-chairman;
jail sentence was suspended on
Stale Capitol Baig.
Funeral Home •
.4,, •
two brothers, Arnold Komrner
• rvorts cm the high school gym
condition Griffey comlnit no like
- Frankfort, Ky. 40601
The Rev.'R.J. ilkirpoe is ofa.ncleFred Kommer, Metropolis.
volition, high school cornoffense or any alcohol-related
,ficiafing. Music is f•ieing_provid—
Or
_
and ed by the Choir of
two-years.offense
for
the Grace _
Rt -. Fancy arm. y. 4
_
elementary'• art programs; a
Griffey was also ondered to
Baptist Church.
recommendation -from the
pay the dearly $1,200 in medical
_ Psi/bearers are Larry Hale, _State_Rep.. Lloyd.C.•Clapp
testing program commIttee; Kenneth
expenses that- resulted from his
Bucy,fJery,
Hale, Leon •
State Capitol Bldg.
and, student, faculty and - Andrus,
allegedly assaulting Simmons-in
Tommy
Hale
and John
Frankfort Ky. 40601
classified personnel action.
a fraternity parking lot last fall.Harper.
or
The funeral for Mrs.The alleged assault by Griffey,
Burial will follow in the
P.O. Box-85 •
Mae Jones is today at-2 p.m. in
who was not a member of the
Stewart Cerhete*
--7-the chapel of the -Roberts
42088
fraternity, was believed to be
Mrs. Hale, 77, Rt.. 2, Hazel,
Federal-Mate Mai-het News Service Tuesday ,
Funeral Home, Mayfield.
related to his being under the indied
Sunday
at
6:59
a.m.
at
the
January It. 1983
fluence of alcohol.
State Rep. Freed Curd
"Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market Report
Murray-Calloway County
John L. Kachelman, Jr., is ofIncludes 6 Buying Stations.-noweipts: Aet. WWI Est.
In addition to the payment of
,St. Capitol Bldg.
Hospital. --- •
ficiating. Burial will follow in
/WO Barrows k Gilts 50 to mostly 75 higher 8ows
the medical restitution for
She is survfved by her hus' Frankfort. Ky
under 200 Ibto..uneyen about steady oser 300 lbs.
the Maplewood Cemetery there.
previous and any future ex1.00 lower
band, Jess Hale; one daughter,
or
$48.23•48.75
1-2
210-250
lbs.
l'S
_Mrs. Jones, 77._Eern_Terrai•e
penses incurred...by Simmons_
-Mrs: Leusiani litePtlatt; four
some 411.00
-I607-"Syca.tiforeLodge, Murray, died Saturday
Griffey also received a fine of
937.25-49.25
I s 2 2110.210 lbs.
sons,
Bonnia
Lee
Hale,
Jackie
Murrat.
42071 147.75-414.0
at 11:45 a':m. at Community
It'S 2 2111-2.50
.1bi:.
$250 by the court. .
Hale, Donald Hale and Jimmy
$46.73-47.25
48 2-3 230-270 Ibis....
Hospital, Mayfield.
•
Sosi•
Hale; two sisters, Mrs. Sarah
9701.00-38.00
11.S I 2270-5541 lbs.
She is survived by two sons,
Harper
and
Mrs.
Ruby
Collins;
300-430-lbs.
937.00-38.00
I'S I 3
Norris Jones. Mayfield, and
938.00-39.50
I'S 3 450.5410 lbs.
one brother, Mitchell Andrus; 13
436.00 41.50
IS 1 3500-550 lbs.
Homer L. Jones, Jr., Bowie.
grandchildreh;
12
great636.00 37.110I 5 2 3 3110 3410
Md.; four grandchildren.
grandchildren.
Boars $3283

Mary E. Overcast Allbritten rites
dies on Monday held at graveside

James Jackson, four other-inmates
are transferred to state penitentiary

How-to reach your elected officials

Kömmer funeral

Student charge
amended here
by the .court

held on Monday

Calloway-Board
lists agenda

Mrs. Hale's rites
being held today

Mrs_Audie Jones
dies at. hospital

flog-market -

A good idea
for its time.
But isn't it
time you have
Touchne?

SCB Tpuch-Tone service can
put you in touch with a whole
new world of possibilities.
Telephone banking,electronic shoppink,,and information setvices directly through
your phone without adapters.
All you need is at least one
true tone-dialing Touch-Tone
phone.*
Gel,fast,convenient SCB
Touch-Tone service for
your home for only
$1.50 a month.
And save the
Touch-Tone
connection
charge by ordering before February 28th.For
details,call on us
toll free at
1 800 233-1776,
ext. 3.

are fully accredited-by
Telecourses offered by Kentucky Educational Television._
,
colleges and universities
statewide.
_
.
.
.
:
(now registering)

SPRING '85 SEMESTER
Undergraduate-level

Business Of Management,
—skills to succeed in the business world

Faces Of Culture
—the diversity of human values, behavior and existence

'Focus On SOciety

—present social-conditions as they relate to the past

Heritage: Civilization And The Jews
—over 5,00R years of thought, culture and history

'The New Literacy:- An Introduction To Computers
--capabilities, applications and program design
GradUate-level

Dealing With Social Problems In The Classroom
—effective strategies and methOds for teachers and administrators

•1-800-432-0970
-- In Lexington or outside KY
606-233-3000

K ET Telecourses
600 Cooper Drive, Lexington, KY 40502
-800-432-0970

11

FREE Touch-Tone Connection!Order by Febroary 28 a'nocl save$1750'

Name
Address

South Central Bell
A 8111193UTO4 Company

EIHEfD
'• Alai Make sure the set has a polarity goard(most new ones do). In some areas Toucl*Tone ass without
_ -- •itolacitomiards.arosiworks
service*sSchaa.rimphor-flakinli.---o--------'
Rases subhp so thassie:Thiiinesii rase is $3.00 per month.&Einem* gave $23.5)connection chaise by
craving before February 28(call 1 800633.6272). Services mentioned available in mom areas, Limited
(=Pocky in Janie arm.çia.ars who's's,is.,., had Tata:font service-also eass a 85.00 one.tinse
premium charge. This chargeskies rootage* as csmonsen who have had Totich•Tone service before.
0 1984 South Ceedrei Bell

„
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Looking for a way to get ahead
in your career?
Need convenience?
Take a KET Telecourse!

For a free copy of
KET's Spring-TetettitirWrEtroktet
call or write today-
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• AROUND THE HO
N USE
HOMES FOR AMERICANS

r

Dip(
SOLAR
j
ORE ENHOU

..r, .

BA LC OPTY-

11•410 14.1

....i LIVING ROOM
IS'• 19'

MASTER
BEDROOM
13' • 15 .

—
BRK PST
11 • it

DINING RM
11' • 13'

.1

KITCHEN

11'; 12:
PORCH

•I

r

4111t-;

2 CAR GARAGE
21' • 21.
FLOOR PL AN

•

--A. e;

67'

HA 12_91A

THIS RUSTIC, CONTEMPORARY HOUSE can be built as a conventional ranch, but it also has been designed to provide a walk-out basement on a sloping lot. Inside, the living room features a cathedral ceiling
and a- fireplace. The bedroom wing includes three bedrooms and two
full baths. Plan HA1291A has 1,700 square feet. For more information
write - enclosing a stamped, self-addressed envelope - to architect
Jerold Axelrod, 2500 New York Ave., Melville, N.Y. 11747.

By ANDY LANG
you may wind up with a
AP Newsfeatures
damaged product. SoapWhile aluminum' has and water very often
become popular are all that are needed
.because---.it is a low to keep alumin
um
maintenance material, sparkling. That's
it can become dirty and especially true if you
tonal have a house with
QC
cleaning.
aluminum siding. Add a
Under tyertain condi- little mild soap to some
tions, aluminum can water, use a longcorrqde and pit, but its handled hollow brush
manufacturers em- meant for autos and
yOU
phasize that it does not can do an excellent job
rust. They are fond of of cleaning the house.
pointing out that the Do this once a year and
aluminum cap on the dirt will never build up
Washington Monument on the siding. Forget
is more than 85 years that schedule and you
old and one can still have'a real job on your
read the original in- hands after alew years
scription on it.
of buildup.
The trick in cleaning
When a cleaning
aluminum properly is agent is too abrasive,
the same as it is for so the surface of the
many other stained pro- 'aluminum can be scratducts - use the least ched. Since this is
strong cleaner that will always a possibility,
do the job. Use more test an unfamiliar prothan enough to get out duct on some inthe dirt and stains and conspicuous part of the

_r e_gLiare_ _

c_as

Ornamental
Iron

TREAS

BUILDING CENTERS

Insulation
.Board
/
3
4:'

759-4026
_.,__
----..fizil
--‘:--

19980

Asphalt Roof
& Foundation
Coating

Cedar

Plastic
8'x 100'

095

$ 1099

° Kitchen
Cabinets

Electrical
Wire

50% Off

$21 95

7594026

Ruth-Berry
Well
Pumps

Furring
Strips

76'

"ILDING
CENTERS

TREAS

One Block South Of Square

3210d 11 0 023112-9301,-654 310i 111 1'1V

Storm
Doors
$4988

aluminum before you salt and water,
but if fasteners. The big thing
use it on the entire sur- you decide to paint
it for to i4member -is that
face. This is true with an appearance sake
or. to when aluminum aricl,a
abrasive cleaner and *help keep it from fourdissimilar metal are imeven more true with ing,' be sure to use
a mersed in water, an
sandpaper or a wire special paint designed 'electrol
ytic cell is forthbrush. When it is for alUmipu
rn, You • ed that accelerates_sor-._
_
_
necessary to use suctrair- cariTt use
, a mercury, rosion. Make sure, too,
abrasive 'cleaner' or arsenic or
copperbased that the batterit'is in an
material and a test paint. One
thing to be acid-proof box and inshows that it will not 'careful of
when you sulated from the hull
scratch, be sure you rub have an aluminum
boat
All the advice about
With the grain or texture is that no dissimil
ar cleaning alumlnum
if it has one. Also, when metal be fastened to
it holds true for mobile.'
the cleansing material below the waterlin
e. homes and campers
specifies a certain mix-. Above the waterlin
e, made of that material.
ture of the item with use stainless
steel fit- Keep the -aluminum
water, do not change tings, along
with. Kilts clean and you will have
that mixture. Using and bolts' of
the same fewer problems
more water than metal. If you cannot
get
---- specified will weaken these. insulate with
(Do-it-yourselfers
the mixture and pro- plastic strips, bushings
around the house will
bably not produce and washers,.,all brass.
get much helpful in
satisfactory results. Us- bronze and iron
parts
in ,Andy Lang's
ing less water than re- which you attach.
No handbook. "Practical
quired may damage the special precautions
are Home Repairs.'' which
aluminum.
necessary If, your can be obtained- by senDo not clean aluminum boat already ding•
S2 to this
aluminum when the has aluminum fittings,
newspaper*at-- Box
temperature in that nuts, bolts and other Teaneck
:NJ 07666yi
area is below 50 degrees
Fahrenheit. Also, do not
clean it if the metal is
too hot to touch. You will
find that cleaners advise you to rinse with
clear grater or wipe with
a cloth. Follow the instructions. Those with a
4
'water-base must be
rinsed. with water.
Those with a wax, oil or
some other kind of base
must be wiped with a
dry cloth to remove all
residue.
You should clean
aluminum screens at
least once a year with a
stiff brush. This shotfird
be done in conjunction
with a hose and a mild
9800 BTU, Automatic ignition, removable
detergent: If you want to
• tank, automatic safety shut off.
protect the screens so
that an annual cleaning
2 FREE
may not be necessary or
it will be less work,,,
Wicks $23.95
spray the screens wittra
Retail
Value,
and
Siphone Pump
thinned screen lacquer
or a clear" lacquer.
Before, doing this., be
certain the screens do
Only
7
not have a drop 'of
moisture on them.
Should you have an
aluminum boat, it need
206 E. Main
753-3361
not be protected against

Follow directions carefully
when using furniture stripper

Marjorie and Bill Major
753-0880

1:1Li4-1

nd
ie,

rIt-111

ce
ay
ity

s'Atat. 7

The ins and outs'Of cleaning aluminum

BY ANDY LANG
off - by scraping, rubbAP Newsfeatures
ing or washing. Be
Q. - I haven't done careful, too, on followany wood stripping for ing the directi6ns for
at least 20 years. I washing off any remremember that the last nants of.the remover, as
time. I did it, I used a well as those for wearBy BARBARA MAYER _"Americani tend to fabrics and decorative commercial wood strip- ing rubber gloves and
throw things out when objects predominate.
AP Newsfeatures
ping liquid. But this taking other safety
Tea and scones by an they become faded or
In England, some time the piece of old fur- precautions. Work only
open fire on a wet dusty .or frayed at the style-conscious people niture is mostly ver- in a. well-ventilated
winter's day, the sweet edges." But to the are finding an older tical. How .can the liquid area.
aroma of roses at a cot- English that's just when t` house and instead of do- do its work while runntage door:jolly outdoor- they begin to take on the ing it up in the right ing down the legs and
Q. - I will soon be insy weekends in the coun- right patina, she said.
period,- -simplifying. other parts ,'of the fur- stalling resilient floor
Some tips for creating They keep all the ar- nitiire? Is there a paste tiles in one of our
try: to any reader of
novels these scenes say an English country chitectural details, but varnish remover and, if children's bedrooms. I
room in one's American paint them white. They so, where can it be have heard conflicting
England.
The ready appeal of home: "stick to a basic may select a few pieces .purchased?
advice on Whether the
these symbols of Color scheme; perhaps' of modern furniture,
A. - So-called paste floor should be washed
English homes is one of blue or red or pink with minimal accessories,' varnish remover is for a few months after
the reasons why white. Recover your fabrics such as sisal available wherever the the installation is comEngllshstyle decorating - upholstered furniture in rugs for the floors, and liquid can be bought. pleted. What is your
Is currently popular in a suitable English style baskets and patchwork The term so-called is us- advice?
,the United States, says fabric. Then find quilts, she said.
ed because it isn't fully
A. - Generally, you
Suzanne Siesin, co- another fabric with the
t. paste, but more of a can wipe it gently within
As housing gets thick liquid. It will cling a couple of days. If
author of "English same colors to use for
you
Style," a new book pillows., and lamp- scarcer and more ex- long enough for you to are going to scrub it, a
which documents the shades," she suggested. pensive, small cottages do the work. But get into wait of about 12 days is
design elements in
If you can afford, it, are being converted to the habit of turning the, preferable. However, no
English -homes. - - -- buy- a stripped-- -pine modern living, leading- -work -so- that it is as matter what advice is
"Americans feel com- piece such' aS a Welsh to odd and quirky much horizontal as you given here or by anyone
fortable with English cupboard which has spaces, small rooms can get it. Follow the in- else, the manufacturer
decor. It offers a certain drawers or shelves 'with wooden beams, in structions on the con- of the tile will give you
grandness but on a more belcrw and an open the ceiling, slate floors, tainer as. to how the written advice that
modest scale. It's per- display Tack above to tiny windows, low ceil- finish should be taken should be preferred.
sonal, a little sloppy, not display decorative ob- ings and an.gled
too rigid and it- makes jects. You can also paint stairways.
room for collections that the walls using a
Each of the English
you add to over the decorative technique
For all your T-ov,e1 Reservations Coll styles is .easy to
years," she said. rur- such.- as stippling,
duplicate in the United.
thermore, English style marbling or sponging.
States, she says,
is easy to live with,
For some people, the because of the many
doesn't take lots of cheerful clutter and consources for contemmoney, great antiques fusion of an English
porary arrd olderor large spaces to country home is too
English furnishings. In
reproduce, she added.
messy. They may opt their
book, she and co,ep,ern,,ng
The pre-eminent (but for a more- pared-down
author Stafford Cliff
not the only) example of style in which contemAmerican and International Traveltime
have included a catalog
English style is the porary furniture and
of resources for
country house. Another plain, simple primitiv
e English-style objects.
style currently being
emulated in this country
is a more pareddown
6—CHECK OUR PRICES
version which she calls
simplified plainness. A
third strand - the stately mansion - is
"wonderful to visit' but
impossible to reproduce
unless you have endless
4x8...53.15
amounts of money, time
161 Aluminum
1" 4x8
$4.19
and space." _
Some design details
that aite typical of
English country homes
include comfortable
sofas and easy chairs
IT
Tile
2
1 x8
18 1/
'
covered in floral patRag 209 95
terned chintz or unixio
221/2`
polished cotton, faded
Channel
Rustic
$43
9
oriental rugs on the
Per Linear Foot
4 foot Section
floor, painted walls or
1 ...*.
walls . papered with a
5 Gallon
small flowered print or
stripes.
There is a warm and
cozy feeling engendered
Clear
Oak Vanny wilt, 26"
by the presence of many
.1 9'
.
Top 3
family pictures, pillows
Ned . rcs lauLe1
WI.'144114l6601
and throws on the sofa
$1
and easy chairs, .paintings of dogs and horses,
table lamps and a
lx2
grouping of furniture
We Stock
around the fireplace.
In the kitchen, you'd
find a pantry or larder.
The room itself would be
Merillot
larger than American
12/2 WG 250 Ft.
kitchens but not as
In Stock - Buy Now!
8 Foot Long
streamlined. On open
shelves there would be
many utensils and objects in daily use
Store Hours:
teapots, toast racks,
Mon.-Fri.
milk pitchers, polished
7:30 til 5:00
copper pots.
Saturday
___Beroetyricy..
%All ln_ 8.111- the-name
:00 t114:00would be comfortable,
Above Prices Picked Up At Our Store
homey, perhaps a little
shabby, certainly far
CALL TOLL FREE 759-4026—CHECK OUR PRICES
from perfect.
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Yankees are feeling quite comfOrtAle
with British-style interior decorations

in

L

Special Purchase

Famous Hallmark
Kerosene Heater

Replacement

$7095

Murray Supply Co.

SHOP SUBWAY FIRST—

Rickman
Norsworthy
LUMBER COMPANY,INC.
0

500 S. 4th Murray 753-6450
Store Hours: 7 To 5 Mon.-Fri., 7-2 Sat.

Sale Ends
1-19-851

"Old Man Winter"
Seal Him Out With
Expanding Foam
12 Ox. Can

36 Oz. Can

FA
•'4*

3.99
Reg. 16.99 Sale 11.99
Reg. 5.59 tale

Pipe Insulation
For Hot & Cold Pipes
o Fit 1/2" & 3/4" Copper Tubing

100/
Off

M.D.
Weatherstrip
Door Bottoms,

Thresholds ti
3
1

%
Off

25' National

Steel
Tape

'oak

Model MTS-625

on sale now!
2-for -95c -

4.69

SHOP MURRAY FtRST-

5'-....~kworro.'"Arr-70%!1.--4

-.•••••••
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-
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ItacQr-s avoid overlooking New Orleans, 66-61
•

By AIM RECTOR
. Murray retaliated
"Plus." he added.
dunk for dunk: after "we just made a few
Sports Editor
Almost on OVC Eve, junior- guard Zearic poor choices on. our
the Murray State Macklin hit a jumper to passes."
Racers were ripe for the put MSU up. by four,
Smith, on the other
picking. but once again 59-55, then he went the side. .Was concerned
theyfound a way to win. length of the court on a When Greene went to the
The 10th MSU victim steal and a break and delay same which sets
in 12- outings was slammed home two up se---many gimme
visiting University of more points to .make it baskets. "We've run
New Orleans which fell., 61-55 with 2:49 left.
that same thing- before,
66-61, Monday night in
Chuck Glass collected but we haven't had a
Racer Arena.
four of his six points on chance to use it much
The Racers open their four free throw at- this year because we
Ohio Valley Conference tempts in the last 43 haven't been ahead in
-schedule at Austin seconds to put a lock on that many games,"
_Peay, Wednesday (7:30 the game for Murray.
Smith's team is only
p.m:). and prior to Mon-'
The ,Racers ended bp 5-8: but it proved to be a
• day's game MSU Coach with three of five surprisingly tough oppo- Ron- Greene -was wor- starters scoring in dou- nent-for the Racers conried about the timing of ble • figures led by sidering the Privateers
the non:conference en- Talley's 20•(9 of 10 field were playing without
counter with UNO.
goals in the first
leading 'scorer John
Greene • pointed out, Macklin With, -16 and Harris, a 6-8 center who
•'We just---kot back from Mike Lahm with 13. was averaging 21 points
a severil thousand-mile Lahm also hid three per.. game but didn't
trip to the Far West blocked shots, one in the make the trip because of
Classic ... v.e _open our lane With ;12 remaining: . the flu. •
OVC schedule this week
, Greene said the key to
As a matter'of fact,
and we could have easi- Murray's victory was Smith said, of his starly looked past New _controlling the-tempo of ting five Monday, none
Orleans "
the game.• were considered to be
• We were ripe. to be
_* -1 thought the man-to- starters at the first of
beaten, bu t we man „defense ga.ve_ . us the season. Becau* of
weren't.,
"ahe added with control in the second injuries, illness and
• pleasure.r
• halt:* he said.
several players.quitting
_ •
-That's what I've said
But while -Greene was the team-recently, UNO
b e,f_o r e-.
reen e. pleased for the most has resorted to a lineup
reiterated. "Good part. he was concerned qf mostly freshmen.
teams find, a way to win' in the final minutes
"And," Smith said
and we've got a good
. when the Racers tried to after watching his
.
team this year."
run the 4-corner offense squad barely miss a
The Racers, using .18 and, despite scoring six. • comeback upset "you
first-half . points- from- points, ran into a brick --just • can't re-place
- senior Craig Talley, and wall.
•
experience."
..sOrne -timely buckets • What happened?
down the stretchfrom a _ 'For one. UNO - Ctiach, •IEN
ORLEA%S 141, - 'Johnson
variety of players,
3.31. Jones 2,7 2ifk. Haad 3.6
'Don Smith was an assis- 14•1114
0-0 6 Corr tuarai 5.7 0-010. McCoy 1-5
-withstood a late tant coach under
0-0 2. Tuohy 3-4 0 1 6 Totals 2/Y-itts 5-7 .•
Privateer ,.charge that Greene for four years `
miaow fiT.
- Olass 1-34-4
-4,044-4Fer-4.
and he wasn't in- -6. Martin 3-6 3-5 9. Lahm 6-7 1-2 13.
With a 31-point effort • timidated at all by the Macklin 7-13 2.2 16 Talley
9-11 2 220
prom forward ,Robert MSU trademark of- Scott 0-0 (JO 0. Bronston 1 6-0 2
Totals 77-44 12 15 66
olinson7 the New fense. "He coached
Halftime
Murray -_35. New Orleans squad cut -a under me for four years Orleans 25 Fouledtione
bounds - Sea Oriel-n-2\19\Johnson.
1.pofnt Murray_ lead ict and_ he ought to know Jones and Maid 4 • Murhay
20 !Mai
:
two. 57-55, on a Johnson how to defend against tIns i Assists - Nev. Orleans 10 .%
!Tuohy 6! Murray 13 !Glass 6!.
steal
•
and
slam
chink it,'' Greene, cOntendvi T
.
-o
.
with 5:45 to play.
ray 13 A - 2 300
with a laugh.
4

Manning added to All-State list
--- ---.-tr ---report---to --Calloway (`oirrit'because we. felt like I Manning,
High SchOol Athletic: biret tor -:Jim deserved it too. When I called and
_Nix accidentally omitted-an award talked to the selection committee
winner on the All-State cross coun- , chairman„- he accidentally
'try.: team
overlooked Tiimmy's name on .the
Ac( ording tO Nix. when the All- list. it was just d'h oversight, but to- State c ertificates arrived at CCHS day we got official. confirmation
today. n unexpected award win
when'the certificates came in .the
ner .as included among the. mail." -•
Laker, who v.;4-e named All-State
-. tanning joins teammates Barry
honorable mention fOr ,1984
. ICnight and Mark Charlton. both seTim Manning thel-Xo..7-1 runner cond team. All-State: freshman
for the state champion cross coun- - Ke.vin Garland...honorable mentry I .a kers. was inadvertently tion: and Pant Knight. girl's team
- oV-e-rlooked when Nix recently'ob- .. honoi•able mention. as CCHS
tallied •_!i• list 6f- All-Staters for athletes honored this season.
..
Calloway County HighManning helped, the .- CCHS
V‘e were a Tittle concerned Lakers to their first-ever state
w -hen we. found out who had made championship as they isim the
I! ,
‘11-..'rtate team:- *Nix- said, Class AA crown in 1984.

for
ovi
gal

61-,

60
'

SLAMM1N' .1 AMM1N'. GOOI) TIME: - (Left)
Owen Brow:ton Makes a high percentage shot for
Murray State in- Monday's 66-61 victory o% er
visiting New Orleans. (Above) These were.the
easiest points for senior Craig Talley-(21) whi• led
the Racers with 20 points.-Talley hit nine of 11
shots from the field and was _backed by Zedric
Macklin (20) who had 16 points.
.- Photos by Jim Rector

Brock,

NEW YORK ( AP player to make it into ched in the major tunity to be vbted
into
All-time base-stealing the Hall of Fame at leagues for 21years the Hall in the regtilar
king .1.•ouBrock ,,and Cooperstown. N.Y.. in
and is-the first reliever phase Of -the voting,
Hoyt -Wilhelm, the his first year 'of
to be elected to the received 295 of the needknuckleball specialist eligibility, was named
Hall, was named on 331 ed 297 votes, a percenwho turned relief pit- on 315 of the 395 ballots
ballots.
- age of 74.9. BBWAA ofching into an art, were cast. Wilhelm, who pitFox, in his last oppor- ficials checked with Edelected to the Baseball
Hall of Fame, while
slick-fielding Nellie
Fox missed out by thez_
closest margin ever.
Also, Ate girls junior (3-li take to the road to
Botn Brock, an outvarsity
• and varsity play at Mayfield . at___6
fielder, and Wilhe1M-games at MHS against p.m.
were named on more
Three games postpon- Reidland, originally
than the required 75
pement of the ballots ed by snow last week scheduled for Jan.3,
have been rescheduled
cast by members_of the have 'been rescheduled
Baseball Writers according to Murray for Saturday, Jan.19,
The holiday layoff
Association of High Athletic Director with the JV game beginning at 6 p.m. .
America. but Fox. who Eli Alexander.
didn't help the Murray
The MI-IS boys and
Middle School basketdied in 1975, missed by
- girls va• rsity
two votes.
ball teams as both the
doubleheader at Fulton.
boys and girls lost to
Brock, only the 15th
County; originally
host Benton Monday
.scheduled for Jan.4, has
The Murray High night.
been rescheduled for freshman boys basket• The Murray boys, now
Saturday night, Jan. 12. bail team took adValk......2-4,..were defeated
47-26
beginning with the girls tage of the home court despite 11 points
and 13
varsity game at 6:30.
• 'M on d ay to
and Iei•ebounds from James
Fulton City, 41-25. - ._ - Payne. Darrell Miller
Jason _Hunt was the grabbed 11) rebounds in
top scorer for the Tiger the loss.
frosh as he collected 14
Murray's girls, now
KU STUMP REMOVAL
points. Two other Tigers 1-5, took a 36-19
We can remove stumps up
had eight - Mark Miller thrashing. Ann Greento 20 below she ground
435 0303 o, 4.15 4319
and Eric Grogan.
field scored 10 points for
We Now Haul Pit Gravel
Monday the Tigers MMS_ _while Yolanda

ward Stack, director of
the Hall.of Fame, to see_
if that percentage could,
be rounded off to 75- percent. but -Stack said a
"pure" 75 _percent is
required.

Local'Basketball Roundup
-Greenfield led the team
with nine rebounds.

Games

.11/1IS Games

COMPUTER
CENTERS

thaek I

frac
cuni
--leftmat
Klei
M

ilhelm named to Baseball Hall of Fame

1111S Frosh

112111/16
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war
has
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_a_gt
Wec

MODEL 100 PORTABLE COMPUTER
NOW AT '200 SAVINGS!

$100
DOWN

Perfect for Students and
On-the-Go Professionals

CMS Frosh
,

Balanced scoring led
host Calloway County's
freshman boys basket-ball team to a 53-45
home victory over South
Marshall Monday. .
Fred Jones--had 14
points, Corey Wells had
13 and the other three
starters scored Aix
aplere-- to give the
Lakers the win.
CCHS improved to 2-1,
but the team won't get_a
chance to improve
again until Jan. 17 when
the Lakers visit Benton.
The Calloway girls
also played Monday and
trimmed South Marshall. 29-28.

$217
6"
MONTH

sk Memory

39900 As Low"
UMW/

25-3805

pER
MONTH

Was S599.00 in 1984 Catalog *380

.the Modso too repretonts
tn•stani of the en in Polorthane.ii,squaitty and prk• %Woe

me Five "Instant-On" Programs
Help You Take Notes, Schedule
Meetings, Keep Up with
"T2-Do's" and More
in Built-In Modem Allows
Access to Information
Services by Phone

Y!

_

•Weighs Less Than 4 Pcuinds
•Full-Size Typewriter
Keyboard and 8-Line by
40-Character'Display ,
•24K Model 100 Computer
Now Only $599 (26-3802, Was
$799.00 in 1984 Catalog #380)

,

MONTE CARLO

Power Steering
Air Conditionin
Body Side Moldings
Sport Mirrors
V-8 Engine
Tilt Steering.Wheel
AM/FM Stereo

•

Power Brakes
Tinted Glass
Floor Mats (F & R)
Cruise Control
Auto Transmission
Steel Belted ROdials
Cloth Seats

Th.., Sec

D•ro,•,of * S 100 00 [hoe. At 6.9.1 n.r,q O1eose 13,Ww1 0, I S.000 M,IDS P.

Enjoy Total Support from the World's Largest Computer Retailer
CAIKAwlin 1101110v.011 MI6 Of Cala:wp
A DIVISION OF TANDY CORPORATION

Ratko Meek

STORE COMPUTER CENTER OR DEALER NEAREST YOU

PRICf S APPLY ArRAOI0 SHACK COMPUIP Cf WENS *NO PAR,CIPA,Hec, STOW.,•110 om FRS

Air
Ceti
K F
icoki

4D
• P

- CHRZ 11:1UR PHONE NOON FOR THE PANTXIPATING
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DWAIN TAYLOR CHEVROLET INC.
12th St.

Murray, KY

502-753-2617
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Kentucky shoots down Commodores, 75-58
LEXINGTON, Ky. Kentuc
ky victory' over who was six of seven for Newton
added.
_Well caached.--thay --p4ay
Par meet of the North Carolin
4 AP-+
a Stare:---the game and five of five
Kentucky, he said, is 7big
season, Kentucky's
In the two games, the in the first half.
"the type of team that
shooting has been a flop. Wildcat
The rap has been
s- were51 of 55
Vandy guard Phil Cox will gel better as. time
that they're not a very
Monday night, it. was from the
foul line.
scared 14; five points goes on." The Wildcats
worth flipping over - at
good shooting, team.
"That's unbelievable under his average, and already
have, reboun- They disproved that
least to Kenny Valicer.
... it's an indication that was held to a lone field ding
frotn a 1.4 start,- tonight." .
In beating Vanderbilt a team can shoot
well.goal in the second the worst here
since
75-58, the host Wildcats when they have
SA•DLKB111.2 45141 - Rev.! I r
a high period. Glen Clem led 1926-27 with six 2 .14 ("tern? 11 34 17 Burrow
shot a cool 51%8 percent, free-throw percent
'2
age," the visitors with 17 strah
4
ig
4'05 6 15 2 2 14 I iolane 7 '14 :a
t triumphs to imnearly eight points Coach Joe- B.
l,sri 16 1-06 Hall If :21,111. Total,
Hall said. points on seven-of-11 prove to 7-4 and
2-0 in 245k 141 13 50
above their average.
His mind was more on shooting, . while guard the young
KE: Ti CM .75, - Waiser "
conference
And they missed only the club's
second-best Darrell Dulaney had _13 season going
Bennett 1 44 s Bean+ tr.:
into -2s 2s 72285Seirentle
one of 18 free throws - game from the floor
4 14,1,45 (lanler Ii?
this points, all in the second Wednesday night's
....
trip
AnIrew,
the last one of the game, season, the only better
• I e...enuer 3 7 4...0
half. Steve Reece grabb- to Mississippi. Ziegler 1 o-0
naturally - for a second outing b,ein
2 71. Rini,)
,
;
%4editen.
g a ed eight rebounds to
2
"There -are some • L01 6 11 i..1 1/ 1 JeRkLria
straight stellar outing at 52.4-percent effort
1 :1
in a lead the Commodores things that impres
HaIfttme - KenL.0
\
ander
s
me
the line.
t.111
loss at Purdue.
on the boards.
about this team," te,uridr -p Vander1,11,
Walker. Kentucky's
, Her, r •
Kentucky, averaging
Newton said of his op- Ktot 1cN 33 K.44, 14, ArrIst,
usually mild-mannered 43.3 percent
anderbil1
It, ( r,s
on 600 shots
Vandy, which shot 41 ponents. "They're well
bread and butter with 88 before
Blackmon
0.ril
cold,
Monday night, percent from the floor conditioned,
they're bat 17. Kariturky 18 A - Li 432
points in three games sank 29 of 56
against the and missed only three of
last week and another 22 Commodores. That,
13 free throws, dropped
against the- Com- said Hall, was
"the to 8-3 overall and 1-1 in
modores, was knocked bright spot."
hoey That (,rat
the SEC.
GM QUALITY
down in the closing
1,M Fe -ling Mith
"I told Joe that he
SERVIC
E
PARTS
"Kentu
cky
did
a
great
minute of -the game.
henuine I.M Part•
()tight to thank us for job of keying
110611•AL100501/4 COPP00611001.
on Cox,
Instead of.getting up, helping him out
of his and this gave Dulaney
he turned a flip. Then he shooting slump,
" noted some opportunities,"
grinned sheepishly Vandy coach
C.M. Newton said, noting that
toward snickering Newton, an alum
of his star had seven
amanita,"
rx popeT.&on pressow
er;ittiFicy's 1951- na- assists. "Phil
is- a good
another un- tional champi
onship scorer-He doesn't force
characteristic gesture.-- team. "They shot
the shots and does a good
"I was off balance ... basketball awfully well
job of getting the ball to
so I just did a little flip. off the perimet
er."
other people.
It was a little enjoiment
Particularly point
"He gives it up too
for me," said the guard Roger
Harden, much for my tastes,"
6-foot-8 junior from
Roberta, Ga. "I guess I
1983 Olds 98 Regency
felt the game was in the
Power seats, p.w„ p.I., p.s., or t. ITO'
bag - you'd never see
Cruise,
$11,977.00
me do that in a close
game.9..
PHOENIX, Ariz
becomes a free agent at
"I'm strictly business (AP) - Phoenix
Suns the end of this season.
on the court."
General Manager
Macy currently is
Walker - who also Jerry Colange
lo says sidelined with a foot inhad 10. rebounds, three he has opened
contract jury, but still leads the
assists and one black - negotiations
753-2617
641 S.- Murray
with guard
Suns in assists with 7.5
hooted with excitement Kyle Macy
in hopes- of
a game.
when- presented the signing the
five-year
'team free-throw 'Iational
Basketball
statistics. He yas eight Association
veteran to
of eight from the line a new pact.
and seven.of 11 from the
The 6 -foot- 3 ,
floor.
195-pound Macy, from
"I never dreamed Peru. Ind.,
was
that," he said. "Well Phoenix's first
-round
have to get after Paul draft pick out
of Ken(Andrews) and make tucky- in
the 1979 NBA
him shoot 50 extra free draft and is
in the final
throws in practice."
year of a five-year conIt was Andrews who tract
$285,000 per
threw up the brick at sea
.
1:08, breaking a streak
of 23 good free throws,
ColangelO said ..We
dating back three wants to
reach a new
• U.S. 641 S.
Murray, Ky.
(502)-753-0595
minutes and six free contra
ct agreement
"Baseness Is Good" "We Nave A Winning Tetun- Quality, Quantity
shots into Saturday's with
& Price"
Macy before he
.
I
-

-

IN VOIII FACE - Murray State's Zedric Macklin appears
to have a nose
for the ball as halams home two of his 16 points in Monday's
66-61 victory
over New Orleans. Macklin scored six of the Racers final nine
points- in the
game including this stuff with 2:49 remaining to increase the
MSU lead to
61-55.
Staff photo bs Jim Rector
lo

McSwain joins growing list
• of sidelined U of L players
•

LOUISVILLE, Ky.
(AP )- Sophomore for• ward Mark McSwaln
has joined.the list of injured Louisville
players and will miss
the Cardinals Metro
Conkvence ,opener
Tulare
Wednesday..
McSwain has a -stress
fracture of the third
cuniform bone in his
left foot, sports-Information director Kenny
Klein said'Monday.
McSwain, who has

Is

nol practiced stance
Thur-sday, wal continue
to rest his foot for the
remainder of this week.
He suffered the injury. in the Decf20 contest at Hawaii-Hilo.

putting one-third of his
weight on the injured
foot and working out on
a stationary bicycle
Monday. Klein said he
hoped Wagner could
put additional weight
on the foot while walkMcSwain is averag- ing and add more acing 8.2 points, 6.5 re• tive' exercises after
bounds and has started
another X-ray later
in five of the 11 games Monday.
this season.
But the healing pro•Senior guard Milt cess will still likely run
Wagner, who broke the the full eight weeks exthird metatarsal in his pected after the injury,
right foot Dec. 1, began
Klein said.

Suns try to re-sign Macy

DWAIN TAYLOR
CHEVROLET

Oil Change
Lube &

99
Expire

$

s

ONLY
JcinuCirsi 14, 19851
Includes up to 5 qts-oil. Diesel and
special filters extra. We also check tire
pressure, fluid levels and brakes.
-

Rudolph Goodyear

•

SCOREBOARD

,toShack

GOODIITYIEAR

Your discount • arts supermart
Do it yourself...save big bucks!
Car & truck parts...save 10-50%
Natunial

Basketball

National Basketball Association
EASTERN CONFERENCE
Atlantic Division
W
Pct
Boston
29- 6
1129
Philadelphia
214 6
1124
WaahlrigtOn
19 p5
559
New Jerse
16 )10
457
New York
13 24
351
Central Division
Milwaukee
2:4 13
639
Detroit
19 15
5.59
Chicago
• 17 17' 509
Atlauta
15 20
Indiana
10 24
294
Cleveland
25n
WESTERN CONFERENCE
Midwest Division
Houston
20 14
lienver
WI 15
559
Dallas
17
515
.Utah
17 19
472
San Antonio
15 IA
441
Kansas City
13 20
394
Pacific Division
L A 'Akers
10
21
706
Phoenix
IS IS
500
Portland
450
16
I. A Clippers
21
432
Seattle
15 21
417
Golden State
10 23
303
Monday's Games
Philadelphia too Phoenix 99
Boston 166: New York 1l7
Kansas(-Ity 110, Golden State 101
1. A ("tippers" 16 Utah: 106
lianas 102. Seattle
.
TIo$55Y5C411
. Its
Jersey at Cleveland
54New
•
Washington at Ilitu auk.,

GB
_

13
17
• .25
3
5

4ssociation

Kansas City at Houston
Golden State at San Antonio
Denver at I. A Lakers
-Thifas at Portland
Wednesday's Games
Chicago at Boston
Detroit at Philadelphia
Milwaukee at Indiana.
New York at Denver
Seattle at Phoenix

AllSeason Radials

College Top 20

Arriva Radial

12
121.,

. The Top Twenty teams in the Associated Press • college basketball poll with first-place votes in pareri,
th.esejs., - total points based on
20-19-16-17.16 15-14-1312.11. 10-9-6.7.6-5-4-3-2.1. record
through Monday. Jan 7 and last week's ranking
1
Record- Pt* Pea
•
I.Georgetown 1631
13-0
1279
1
2 Duke 11.
10-0 1214
2
3.St John's
5
11.1
1101
4
64
ISO Methodist
11-1
/04.9 7
5 North Carolina
10-1
987 9
6 Memphis St
9-1
937 3
7 Syracuse
7
11-1
740 5
•
6. Oklahoma ..
10.3
632 13
•
9 Georgia Tech10-2
625 - 6
10
10 Kansas
112
613 II
, II Indiana
131
9-3
452 12
12 Boston College
10-1
442 13 DePaul
9-3
366 10
14 Louisiana
12:1
341 18
15 Illinois
11-4
336 6
16. yillatova_
9-2
902 17 Michigan St'
-1 1 301
. 18 Vis Commonwealth
9-1
275 20
19 Iowa
13.2 - 249
20 Oregon SI
11-1
21*

Whihrwell
Size
P165/75K 13
P1751758413
P1 Z5480R13
P185/65R14
P175/758414
P185/758414 _

•

South 12th Street

Tennessee Tech 70, Middle Tenn
64
MIDWEST
Butler 70. Detroit 67.
-441-seldetrocr83,-Jackson St 63
Kansas 79. W Carolina 69
Missouri 8S, SW Texas St 54
SW Missouri- St 76 Texas
Arlington 49
Xavier Ohio 96. Loyola. III 90
SOUTHWEST
Arkansas Tevh 70. S Arkansas

SALE
PRICE
$52.50
$55.40
1156.40
$62.50
$57.60
$62.20
No eade

Custom Polysteel Radial*

Whitewall
Size
P195 75R14
P205/75;114
P195;75R 15
P215--'75R15
P225/758415
P235,79315
eeecled

SALE
PRICE

Neeleee511 Si,.

$6510
11811.90
$67.40
$74.80
$75.10
661_70

-'

SALE
PRICE

..

retellavere
Sire,

SALE
PRICE

P175,190c1 43

$5200

0215'
.
_43
,
4

$6790

P175 7584 14

$5390

P2(5 758415

56490

P18$-,-75-1414

$513 30

074'5 "584'S

P195 7547'4

S6080

,-.;-:"5 7..‘4TI‘,

-

169 90
$72 90

EVERYDAY LOW PRICES FOR THESE MID-WIN
TER BUYS!

Goodyear Bias Ply

White Letter Radials

Import Car Radials'

$3125

College Basketball ,Scores
College Basketball
Monday s Games
EAST
Delaware 65 Columbia 62
Duquesne 70, Ashland, 554
Lafayette 56 I n-exel 55
Loyola Md 67 ftribert Morris 64
Martst 71 Si Francis. Pa 57
Navy 93, N C Wilmuigton 66
'41 flonsprenture SK-Widerier 55
St Francis N V aid Southamp
•
ton 65
' _
Si John e 76 Villanova 71
Wagner 611. Monmouth. N .1 66
Yale 79 Case Western 64
SOUTH
Alcorn St 136.4illlard 91
'Pent Florida 511 Brown 50
6 Kentucky 4111, Mnretftran SI 56
Icrkerd 70, Longwood 50
Florida St-. ns • St Joseph's.
Maine 72
George Mason SCE Casoltna 69
Kentucky -Is, Vanderbilt 58
Louisiana Tech 63. Centenary 65
Marshall 112. F. Tennessee St 57
McNeese St NC SE Louisiana 66
Mercer 74, Fredonia SI 47
Murray St 66. New Orleans 61
N Georgia 85. Webber 75
N C -Charlotte 75, ilartford 65
NE loutslana RR, NW Louisiana
71

Steel Belted Radials

P155•130n13
Whaeroall
No trade Needed

Power Streak II
enamel Linin
part
Sin
RNA Olen
878- 1 3 $3255
C78-14 $3465
078-14 136.00
E78-14 $3680
F78-14 $3915
G8 14 *4260

Creighton 67, SOLIEherfl t 62
Houston Baptist 717 Prairie View
52
Oral Rhtiefts 90. Evansville 75
Rice 73, Notre Dame 70
St Louis 73, Oklahoma City 60
Texas-6:1 l'aso 66. Baptist Coll 47
FAR WEST
Cal-Santa Barbara Sa. ;RAS
Beitch St 73
.Fresno St 55. San Jose St 46

enitattell Wag
Mu
56111 ell UN
1-478-14 545.30
E78-15 $3535
F78-15 $40.156
G78-15 $4375
147E1-15 $4400
l 78 15 94$ 35

Eagle ST Radial
p,

il
Cr

-LOM

""11 P.W7
MOMS Mae
"
e"

"'
Mr

tram $us •41,6=
P'95 70P13 S71 20
P2056063 $ ?OA
P'95 T01114 s77 go \
o l''''35 604411' $ *060
-ii
P705 70614 so
P2t5 /0111a esg mi P745 60614 1 *2-55 '
70e14
say es P245 18:815 11 111190
P2211
41775 *0/115 11010 P255 mows $loe Os
0.35 .0e • c, 593 I. _p;"- POP ".....11107 06
'

For Pickups, Vans & RVs
$
4455

G-Metric Radial
21•46660

EVERWIA,
66* 5W err

• `','SW • .

1-4405

'5
,
N5I - "

$4725

51441m44
Sas

Rib Hi-Miler

EVER,OAr
wee ON INV

165S."5

S5045

7so

,j14990
n
Tssioo
NO trade ,reoNleel

leTT

•"'OSP'
•
56190
7
SA., • ,
14905
$5220
•
'4-1-1-4
15395
,Si' '..IS,q , a $5665

J

•

QUICK CREDIT
FROM CITIBANK')

High ,Sehool Basketball

...panatela

i'Wham Co 52 Carroll Co 22 '
Kentucky Prig:
A k
w ball
Owensboro 62 Henderson Co" 47
Mondav's
Owensboro Apollo 59 Hancock
Girls
Co 39
Anderson Co 53. Spencer Co 45
K Hardin 56. LaRue Co 39
Hussein:We IN. Butler Co 33
Franklin Co M, Woodford Co •43
11,011
55 Madison Central 25
Warren East 79 Fdmonson Co 36
Livingston Central 75. Reidland
4$
%%extern Hills 56. Frankfort 29
lame Oak 46. Lyon Co 47 OT
BOP
.lianroo,.. 4'o '641 WhIlelectlie
Marshal4 CO -SO. Mayfietd 46
Massac r.,70
63. Paducah St _Trinity 70
Mary
Onensborn
Henderson en 41
Met8_
1418 cor

753-897 1

•
,
V

.40114 %Of P.• a At
MOM
MO

•'MR
•Ata

Ruda! h Goodyear
U.S. 6415.
Murray, Ky.__
"wv. Have A Winning

"Business Is Good"

4

ow)753-0595

Team - Quality, Quantity A Price"

Southsale

-laa7cer
,
1r .7

-""x'''1041N10449/119694,1,..

For Goodyear Tires And Service

Credit card convenience tor automotive mired, Pick up an appilcotion now at your
nearby Goodyww retailer.
• Use The Silver Card nationwide at participating Goodyear retail outlets
• You may also use these other ways to buy American Express. Carte
Blanche
Diners Club MasterCard Visa
...cis 166650
65055 11.00.111% ASS 1•11.M.1... A,000061190 9960 ilIsiCi
CI.•11.1
O. ,,of .5,1w
vv..10 cow.,my... 444411
'4• AMC C*110.
,'5055 AUTO 1140.0..C.11 501 &Yak Mit
0C....1•10••• 101 600, OA....
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Kentucky'News in Brief
•

FRANKFORT, Ky, , AP
- HaurN
Rothgerber Jr., chairman of the Kentucky
Parole Board. announceiLhe is resigning March
1 to join the public defender's office in Jefferson
Cl.mint)
• Rothgerber was appointed to Vie board in 1979
and selected chairwan in 1982. He has served on
two special commissions on prison crowding.
.Rothgerber said in a news release that he
would be deputy chief of the juvenile division in
the public defender's office.
- - --

LEXINGTON, Ky. AP - A Lexington man
pleaded guilty but mentally ill to a seconddegree manslaughter charge in the death of a
Unive_rsttv_ of Kentocky student- nftliritabi said
. Samuel Winburn. 29. had been charged with
murder last June in the beatnik death of'Bradley
Smith, 27, also of Lexington. The murder charge
was amended to second-degree manslaughter.
. Police accused Winburn of beating Smith, who
was manager of an apartment building where-he
and Winburn lived.
Smith suffered a fractured skull and was in a

coma for several days before he died at the
University of Kentucky Medical Center.
Winburn had been ordered to undergo
psy,ohia-tric exeminaticriraftu thy dptth
Fayette Circuit Judge Charles Tackett ac-rented the plea Monday and set s,enteneing for
.:
Feb. 15.
- ----

86 -million Lotto
to lw split in two

Your Individual
Horoscope
Frances Drake
FOR WEDNESDAY, JANUARY 9, 1965

CHICAGO (AP) Two Illinois men are
• splitting the $6 million'
jackpot in the first Lotto
drawing of 1985, state
lottery officials said.
The first winner to
come forward was Kurt
Mikolite, 25, of
Elmhurst, a western
suburb of Chicago.
The other winner was
Larry Nickell, 33, a
'farmer who lives in At..
wood, about 25 miles
east of Decatur. 'Both men'will receiyt
$3 million over 20 years,
to be paid .in annual installments of $150,000

FRANKFORT. Ky.( AP i - On her first day back
in the office. Gov. Martha Layne Collins made
several appointments to fill vacancies created
by other appointments. • .
Jefferson County Democratic Chairman Irvin
Maze was'appointed Monday to the county commission to replace Jim•"Pop" Malone..Malone
was earlier appointed County clgrk to fill the
vacancy left -when Mrs. Collins appointed
Bremer Ehrler as county judge-executive.
-A similar appointment ;,,vas made in McCracken County where John Barker was appointed to the fiscal court. Barker replaced John
Harris. who was appointed county, judgeexecutive.
Paul Weil Rosenblum of Prospect was appointed district judge in the 12th Judicial District
of Oldham. Trimble and Henry counties.
Rosenblum replaced Robert Hawkins who
resigned after ,a. conviction for jury tampering.
Three new Members of the--Iik go City Council
were also appointed. The new ap intments are
Gail Spillman, Bette Curtsinger and Howard
Ward. . .
.
.. .
---FRANKFORT; Ky.( AP)- A legislative committee that reyiews major construction projects
and equipment purchases by the state also will
-

review state leases of private,property.•officials
said. - The change -arose from a push by some
gislutut lor -cioter-sr
leutrirtif- leases after
charges last year that the state was overbilled
for rent on a building-esed by the-Cabinet for
Natural • Resources and Environmental'
Protection.
Under Kentucky statute, such leases are currently reviewed by the Personal Service Contract Review Subcommittee.
But -amendments have been proPO
.sed to shift,.
that responsibility-to-the-Capital Construction '
and Equipment Purchase Oversight Cottimittee.
Its chairman, Sen. Charles G. Higdon, DFancy Farm. said Monday the Finance and Administration Cabinet was drawing up regulations
to affect thg change.immediately.

Legislative committee says
general fund shoulddt pay
for prison building projects

What kind of day will tomorrow be? 'SCORPIO
To find out what the stars say, read Oct.23to Nov.21
the forecast given for your birth sign.
Though one worCidea seems like a
AL dead end,another has every chance of
ARIES
ow succeeding. The financial picture
( Mar.-2I to Apr. 19i1
FRANKFORT, Ky.
Expansion of the
Facing facts about a situation may should improve now.
.
(AP)
;- Construction /minimum -security
cause you some depression, yet it will SAGITrARMS
projects at prisons near „ Frankfort facility has
also save you money. Evening is best (NOV.22t0 Dec.21)
Danville and Frankfort been estimated at $1.85
for good times.
If a monetary plan was off-base, toshould be -financed milliOn, while the
.„ day -brings a rude awakening. It's
TAURUS
through :a fund for segregation unit at
SIK time to stick to your principles. You
lApr. 20 to May 20)
eniergency repairs and medium-securfty NorthYou're inclined to overenthusiasm• get good advicef
maintenance, not from point is expected to cost
now,and someone may tell you so.It's CAPRICORN
the unbudgeted surplus just under $1.2 million.
for your own benefit. Use your innate (Dec- 22 to Jan- 19)
of the state General - Architects have
good sense.
.
Care is needed in theemployment of
been
Fund, a special hired for both projects,
•AD.,,k - joint funds. A friend is not agreeable
GEMINI
•
legislative committee but no construction has
KR to a reiluest. Keep financial talks conMay 21 to June 201
has ruled.
Look before you leap, especially fidential.
begun, said Corrections
The adminisitration Cabinet. spokesman
regarding credit card purchases. AQUARIUS
proposed using the Mike Bradley.
Work seems tiring, but partnerships ( Jan:20 to Feb. 18)
SENIOR VICE PRESIDENT - INVESTMENTS
General Fund surplus to
If a close tie is down_ in the dumps,
are uplifting. '
•'
The . General Fund
pay for a 60-bed :surplus is expected to be
- _ tut., persuade- this person to join_ you at CANCER - segregation unit at Nor- $53.5 Million when the
what should be a -happy -social event
4Jiuie 2Lio July 22') . ' thpoint Training Center fiscal year ends June 30,
MOney comes in and goes out today. this evening. _ . '
IndustriaLAyerage.
+1.-66
Jerrie°
16%
and a 100-bed expEuision according to the
Don't be susceptible
Air- Products
who PISCES.
..
.
.to those
451/2 ' +/
, 'r4raw
Johnson ty Johnson 1
4
36/
1
4 + I/8
at the Frankfort Career Finance and Adwould take advantage. The job is most (Feb. 19 to Mar.10).
mope
Apple Computer
2894 uric Kmart
34%
'--Development Center.
.
. Once you do get on track, .you'll.
gratifying today. .r__ •
American Telephone
ministration Cabinet.
.20 +'/
Mary
Kay
-Cosm.
9% unc
, . .
. make important business progress. - Briggs & Stratton .
LEO
28%` unc
J.C..Penney
.
.
45%
+
%
'July 23to Aug. 22) ,
itt• Early day distractions, though, may
......_.
Chrysler
3034 +%
Penwalt
38 . -1/4
You may •• let things slide now, dehlY beginnings.
Dollar Gen. Store
20%- +1,4
Quaker Oats
vents... (Cont'd from page
38
-1/.
especially at work. A relative is over- YOU BORN TODAY are an inDupont
477/
i
' Sears
1
/
4
31
unc
ly critical. A paitner- isza-goecksoim--divirhialigt who-iialso-geilliiiielY-.‘
-Ford
'
1*PA-.
—Stuart;
...
3T/
2- -vs
-Wednesday..Jan.9
cerned with the welfare of others.
ding board.
_
G.A.F.
unc
Texaco
33% . unc
IR a Your leadership abilities assure you
%/KW
General Motors
763/
8 +%
Time Inc.
43% unc á.m. at Boston Tea 9 a.m. .-in third floor
(Aug.23 to Sept. 221
SIU- .of a prominent position in the business
GenCorp, Inc.
U.S. Tobacco
-'34%
37% unc Party.
classroom, Murray - Don't think the worst even though world and success in public service.
Goodrich
2$,/
1
2 unc
Wal-Mart
391/2 +Vs
Calloway County
you may have been gullible. Domestic You're creatively talented, but
Goodyear
. . 26% .14, • Wendy'S
-1/4 • Hazel- and Douglas Hospial.- Chaplain Reita
matters " cOririiiiie" to prosper. 'Make flluAtfellet a need for financial securiHome Health Care
.8% + i/s
A.L.
Williams
Centers will be open Moody will speak.
ty keep you from taking i-chance on
those decisions.
120% one
C.E.F. Yield
8.55 from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m.
. _a_ your abilities. You enjoy work that ---LIBRA
for activities by Senior
Ladies Day Bridge
Ze-a allows , you Co 'travel. Birthday of:
Isex.23 to Oct. 22 1
Citizens.
with Virginia Jones as
Don't play the martyr for too long. Joan Baez, singer; Chic Young, ear---hostess will be At 9:30
It's time to
toonist;
a stop to a friend's an.
and Gypsy Rose_ Lee,enter- STOCKS - MUNICIPAL BONDS - MUTUAL FUNDS
Murray -Calloway a.m. at the Oaks Coun,
noying behavior. Talk and *others will tamer. •
MEMBER NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE MEMBER SIPC
County Ministerial try Club.
,5•is K Mg Features Syndkcate Inc
listen.
Assoelationwill,rneetat
Session meeting will
ONE OF OUR CuS5MATE5.
5EE.N A5KEC'
HER ESSAY ON WHAT
1-10U) PIP I WIN? I
be
at 7:30 p.m. at First
TO .A.!IAKE TH15
MISS PATRICIA REICHARDT
SHE DID. I7URING HER •
GOT '
A P MINOS"!
Presbyterian Church.
IMPORTANT ANNOUNCEMENT
HAS JUST WON THE
CHRISTMAS VACATION 1445
'ALL-CITY ESSAY CONTEST'.
WON FIRST PRIZE
- Free blood pressure
tests will--be given for
senior citizehl at Hazel
Community Center. The
center will be open from
a • 85-•
10 a.m. to 2 p.m.
---BUT IF YOU
Murray Bass Club is
WANT TO READ
scheduled to meet at
IT AGAIN IT
6:30 p.-m.• at Sirloin
WONT.BOTHER ME..
Stockade.
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By Abigail

Van Buren

Bright Kids Who Are Pushed
Ahead May Be Pushed Too Far

WE FAT PEOPLE GET A LOT MORE
OUT 'OF LIFE.WE EAT DIG.WE:
PRINK f3IG. WE LAUGH BIG

•

HAR!HAR
i/

DEAR ABBY: I must comment on
pushing bright students through
school too fast. I speak from
expenence.
As a boy I attended an excellent
elementary school in the Midwest
and was pliabed ahead by my
parents add- achers. I-- graduated
from high school at barely 16, with a
year of'college credits.
,
It's no fun being the only kid in
the showers with no pubic hair, the
only kid in the class whose voice
hasn't changed, and one of the last
to be chosen for a team. I hated gym.
I couldn't hack it in sports, so I
Made it big in debate, drama, the
school piper, etc.
After I married, my kids were also
good students, but I made sure they
'stayed in classes with kids their
own age.
You say bright kids get bored if
they're held back. I say-good teachers
know how to give extra-bright
students-additional projects to keep
learning a challenge.
TOM IN BERKELEY

DEAR SHY:I understand how
you feel. Your feelings in this
matter outrank those of your
wife's sister and the nurses you
know socially. As a matter of
fact, they also outrank your
wife's. Select your own nurses
and don't apologize,
••.•

DEAR ABBY: Some weeks ago
you published a letter from "Nameless," who was hurt when she discovered that a gift she had given to
her next-door neighbor had been put
out to sell in the neighbor's yard
sale. "Nameless" asked if she was
"wrong" to feel hurt. Your reply:
"Feelings are neither right nor
_ wrong.In this instance,I think they
were appropriate."
I disagree with you, and submit
this charming poem by Jane
Merchant:

Whatever gifti give to you ia ythirs:
-Give it away, or keep it, as you will.
The special books, the china
DEAR TOM:Well said.I heard
miniatures,
'
from many readers who share The little birds carved with beguiling
your view, but not one parent,
skill teacher or former student wrote I shall not peer about your house to,
to defend the practice of alsee
lowing super smart kids to skip IT they are dusted well and duly
grades.
shown
- To visitors, as treasured things may
•••
be.
_
I made a gift of them, and not a
DEAR ABBY: I am a 36-year-old
loon.
man scheduled for elective surgery
I know,. that even gifts sincerely
ilia few months.
..
s loved
My wife and I happen to. know
several women (socially) who are Both for themselves and for the
giver's sake
registered nurses, and my wife's
Have in life's many changes often
younger si8W1 is also an R.N.
proved
My wife wants me to engage one
or more of these women as my A burden; be relieved af the mistake
private-duty nurses during my hos- Of thinking you must,keep.s gift I give •
pitalization. I told her I prefer nurses
who ire strangers to me.She says if (Except my love) as long as you
sha_H live.
I engage strangers, her sister and
our friends will feel insulted.
Sign me ...
_. Knowing the intimate care nuraes
OLD-TIMER,
must give their patients, I'd feel
•
RICHMOND, VA.
more comfortable havirtg nurses I'll
never see socially. I would hate to sit
•••
across a dinner table from a woman
who had given me a bath.etc.
If you understand how -I feet; -4-Preiblemst-What's bauclaryew? Un-- please explain it to my wife. She load on Abby, P.O. Box 38923, Hollywood, Calif. 90038. For • personal
simply sioesn't get my point.
reply, please endose • StainPed, self.
-SHY GUY addrreed envelope.)

A

Thurad4y2 Jan. 10
Dexter Mmemakers
Club is scheduled to
meet at 9:30 a.m. at the
Dexter Center.
- -Grove 6126 WOW will
meet at 6:30 p.m. at
Homeplace Family'
Restaurant.
---- .
Coldwater Baptist
Church Women will
meet at 7 p.m. at the
church.
The Rev. Lloyd Hardy
of Crofton will speak at
Lake-Lai-id Apostolic
Church at 7:30 p.m.
•
---Murray -Callaway
County La Leche
League will meet at 7
p.m. at 920 North 18th
St. For information call
753-8771.
The Single Connection
will meet at 7'p.m. in
third floor classroom,
Education Building,
First United Methodist
Church. For information call J1ll-at-753-1701
or Dick at 436-2174.
AA and Al-Anon will
have closed meetings at
8 p.m. at First Christian
Church, Benton. For information call 753-0061,
762-398,- -15'3=71414753-7663.
---Murray Chapter No,
92 Royal Arch Masons
and Murray Council No.
60 Select Masters will
meet at 7:30 p.m. at
lode hall.
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Mothers Day Out will
be at 9 a.m. at FirstBaptist Church.
---- .
Senior citizens activities will be from 10
A
anni
d tIL2
Doug
Pias
nL leti"e
ntersland from 10 a.m. to 3
p.m. at Ellis Center..

-
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CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS
2

Notice

YOGA

6.

. WE TAKE
THE CAKE

Lose Weight
Quickly &
Safely

LS

it
1-

S.
LS
IS

Ld
ie
ie
0,
I-

Wanted

DELIVERY personnel.
Must be 18 years old.'
Must have
in good
runni-e,cg‘Fliition &
workCn" insurance.
Apply in person at
Domino's Pizza,
Murray.
LONG distance trucking. No experience
necessary. northAmerican Van Lines

24.

Miscellaneous

32. Apts for

$25 A rick for oak &
hickory firewood. Call
474.2329.
GET your screen and
glass repair done at
Mid -South Wholesale;
3'42 East Washington;
Paris; 642-2552.
LOT in Keniana Lake
Shore Heights, 75'x)4.C.
Water and electric
available. Trade for VW
Beetle. Call 759 4637.
OAK & hickory firewood.
You haul, $20 a rick. Call
437-4829.
REFR IGERATORS &
mens clothes for sale.
Call 759-4194 between
10a.m. 7p.m.
SEASONED & half
seasoned oak firewood
for sale. Minimum or
der, 2 ricks. Call 4362587.
SEASONED oak
firewood. Also will do
tree trimming, remov•
ing, and shaping
shrubbery. Call
753-5476.
SEASONED firewood
oak, hickory, mixed
hardwoods $30/rick
delivered. Min. order 2
ricks. Call John Boyer
753-0338.
SOLID Railroad Ties, $6
and up. 753-2905 or
435-4343 or 435-4319.
THREE pedistal metal
desk, 1 white bedroom
set, metal lawn chairs
with cushions, recorti
player, lazy boy recli
ner,- metal picnic fable,'
grill, foot locker, 2 12x16
rugs (new), and mili
tary fatigues. Call 7538287.

Rent

47.

1 or 2 BEDROOM apt.
near downtown Murray.
Adults only. Call 753-4109,
762-6650, 436-2844.
LARGE one BR, stove
& refigerator. Plenty of
privacy & parking $135
a month. Call 759-1987.
.
1 710ELY furnialed
apartment. Inquire at
100 S. 13th St.
ONE bedroom Duplex.
414 S 10th. Murray Call
492-8225.
ONE bedroom apartment,.$100 per month plus
deposit. Call 753-5588.
ALL apt. near University. Water furnished, $130. Call 7535992.
TAKING applications
for Section 8. Rent
Subsidized apt. 1, 2 or 3
BR. Apply Hilldale
-Apts.. Hardin, Ky.
Equal Housing
pportunity.
WANTED: female
roomate to share furnished home. Reasonable expenses. Call
759-4011.

Motorcycles

1.

53. Services Offered

1984 YAMAHOPPER
moped, low mileage. in
excellent shape. Asking
$349. Call 753-9642 after
8p.m

APPLIANCE REPAIR'
Factory authorized for
Tappan. Kelvinator and
Strengthening
Brown Service on gas
Stretching
and electric ranges.
microwaves, disRelaxation
hwashers, re49. Used Cars
Weeks-S40
Free Estimates
frigerators, etc Earl
1978 Buick Century, 2 dr, Lovett, 354-6956
Starts Jan. 15th
759-1983
or. 753pS,pb, ac, good condition, 5341
Wanted anything you
435-4261
Call 436 2289 after 5 pm
need to sell I will sell it for
DAVE'S Cleaning
you. C&J Consignment.
1968 PLYMOUTH, Windows.-& Carpets. JOYCE Noel Tax Ser1417 Olive, 759-4194.
owner/operators! If
automatic. slant 6. good residential & commer- vice.. Short forms'
$7 50. long forms $15
DAILY CAR RENTAL
you need training, we
tires, body A very good cial. Call 9a.m.-10p
Jim Suitor & Jerry
will train you. You will
buy at $700 Call 438-2845 If no answer and up . 1 includes
LONG TERM LEASE
call 436-5.836. Free Federal Sz State
In
operate your own trac753-7629
Henry will be in our
ASK GENE
home service for
tor. If you don't have
1970 FORD Maverick, 4 Estimates.
AT
showroom from
one, northAmerican ofcyl. Needs work. $150. GENERAL HOME elderly or shut-ins Call
DWAIN TAYLOR
fers a tractor purchase
Call 474-8091.
, REPAIR. 15 years ex- 489-2440 between . ha m
6:30-8:00 Mon.,
8p m. for appointment
program that puts you
CHEVROLET
1073 AUDI Fox In good perience. Carpentry.
Tues., Thurs., Fri.
or information
into a tandem -axle
753-2617
repair. $1200, Call 753- concrete', plumbing,
Call 753.3711
tractor for an initial
PURDOM
0835 No Friday night or roofing. siding. NO JOB LEE'S CARPET
investment of $2995 to
TO SMALL. Free es- CLEANING '-For all
Saturday calls please.
TRY the New Avon
MOTORS, INC.
your carpet & upholst$5495. If you are 21 or
STORM
windows
,
stock
1974
VOLKS
WAGEN
. timates_ Days 753-6973. ery-cleaning For -a free
earnings opportunity
Olds-Pont Cad.-Buick
sizes $21.25 ea. Mid- over and think you may
nights
474-2276
.
Good
mechani
cal
conand earn $250-$500
South Wholesale qualify, we'd like to talk
G=ERING by Sears. estimate call 753-&827
dition, new tires, new
weekly. Call 753-0232
Satisfied references
.
Building; 342 East to you. For a complete
Sears
brakes.
continuous gutCall
753-7597.
anytime For service NORTH
841 Craft & Washington; Paris; 642- information package
ters
installe
d
for
1976
your
CUTLASS
too.
call toll tree 1-800-848Flea Market now rent- 2562.'
Supreme, red with white specifications. Call
1000 Ask for dept. 194.
Aluminum and Vinyl
ing spaces. Call 753-4066
Interior. Call after Sears 753.2310 for free
NEED babysitter for
day or night. 2 miles
siding and Aluminum
estimate.
Do Something Nice
6p.m. 435-4354.
infant- in either my
north of Murray on 641
trim for all houses. It
1077 GRAND PRIX, blue RAROLD S Tree SerFor Yourself.
home or yours. Exact
(in former Wiggins
stops painting.
with T-tops, automatic, vice. Topping, cutting.
hours & fee negotiable.
Furniture Building).
Call BIBLE CALL
Remodeled Counps.pb ac, One owner. Call trimming, etc. Also.
33." Rooms for Rent
Jack Glover
Call 753-0793.
Open Friday & Saturclean-up work. shrub6753-6421
.
759-4444
try
Home.
Easy 12
day
PITRNISHED room for 1979 MAZDA
ery
&
over
grown
753-1873
areas.
9. Situation Wanted
GLC 2 dr
Sunday 1-5.
Children's Tape
girl, 1;2 block from HE, SPECI
Mile Drive from
AL EDI- Fast, dependable serPORT'IBLE signs for
WILL
do
babysitt
campus
vice.
ing
,
in
utilities
Insured.
paid. TION.. 5-sp, ac, cruise,
For free ROOFING.
759-4445
Murray
with
Plumbing.
sale or rent. Call 753:
my home any shift.
Murray-Calloway Co. am -fm.
Call 759-9246 estimates call 437-4607.
Siding, Addit,ons,
6882 That's it Levi.
Have references. Call
Realty, 304 N. 12th St. leave messag
Barns, Pastures,
INSULATION blown in
e
with
Painting, General Car
759-4803.
753-8146
by Sears TVA apservice.
Woodlots
and
pentry P A tVolony Co
WILL do evening
ROOM near campus 1980 TOYOT
proved. Save on those
A
Corolla
Free
Stream. 5 or 76
babysitting. Call 759Boy only. Call 753-5561.
high heating and cool- 753 - 8628
sport lift back. Fully
w
48ei
ifte
ing bills. Call Sears Estimates
Acres,
equippe
d,
5
speed. ExSEWING Machine Re
34
Houses for Rent
o house c eancellent condition, $4000. 753-2 4 1 o for free pair All
Call 474-8029
makes and
.estimate
trig. 7 years experience.
3 BEDROOM house in Call 753-6749.
models. Industrial,
Dependable. ReINTER
IOR
MurrarCall-753-5561.
Paintin
g,
198/ CAPRI-L, Factory
ferences. Call 474-22112.
cheap winter rates, 8 home arid coirimerciaJ
UNFURNISHED. 4 BR AC-PS-PB, 5 speed with
38 yrs experience' Al
WILL do office cleanbrick, 2 bath, central AM-FM casette steno. years experience, • have work
guaranteed Ken
references. For free esing. 7 years experience.
gas heat. References & low milage, $5000, Call
neth Barnhill, 753 2674
Dependable. Retimates call 762-4787.
NEED A LOGO'
deposit required. $450 753-0011_
Stella, Ks
ferences. Call 474-2292.
A new design for your bums's'
per month. Call 1983 CHRYSLER La JOINER'S Tree Ser27. Mobile Homes for Sale
vice.
card. store. stationary. etc In
30
753-8835.
years
exBaron convertible,
e
We ore In our
1 1 . Instruction
dividualized drawings done at a
12x60 SHELBY, central
mark cross leather perience. Also bucket
sr new offico• in the
risastable rate
heat
&
air.
Extra
Pets-S
38.
room
truck
upplie
s
for
hire. Call
HELICOPTER flight
interior, ac, windows,
We Accept
• Carter
Bldg
Calf 759-9567
753-0386.
training private pilot built on, garage & 1 acre ARC Registered Ger- seats, ps, pb, am•fm
Food Stamps
beside
lot,
partiall
Mon
y
furnishe
d.
package $4,450.00 (no
after 4 p:m.
cassette, tan. Financing ODD job specialist, •
man
Shepar
ds.
dark
tgomery Ward
previous training re- Lynn Grove area, 489- brown sables and black available. Call 753-9240.
ceiling fans, electrical,
•
753 8296
quired-i. Training to be 28,68 after 6p.m.
plumbing, fencing. You
8z tan. Good gaurd dogs. '79 MONTE Carlo, both
CARTER STUDIO
conducted at your local 12x85 2 BEDROOM. / Great with children. engine & body in excel- name it, - I do it You
acres & barn. 11/2 436-2858
a 300 MAIN SI SUM B
airport. 1-606-498-4652.
buy, 'I install
.
lent condition, good
You
miles north of Murray.
1 North 3rd Enrfance
Tired of the boring routine of a
ARC registered, blonde tires, am-fm radio, rear break, I fix. Call '436
9-5 job?
Call
753-4588
753-7637.
or
14. Want to Buy
Cocker Spaniel puppy. 8 defog. Asking $4100 will 2868
Large organization now has openin
SHOLA
gs for 10
R Plumbing &
14870 WINSTON 2 BR, I months
old. Call 759- take best offer. Call
WANTED, raw furs
people to travel western cities. (Dallas,
Electric. Call 437 4740.
bath. 121420 added on -1658.
Denver,
753-9642
after
6p.m.
Owen McClellon, den. Kitchen
Phoenix, Las Vegas...) No
THOMAS Electronic
has all
experience
TLC
Polaski,
1-618-342- wood cabinets, double WOULD like a brown 70 YZ Yamaha 400,
Satellite .Service Repaic
necessary. We train you with a 3
boarded to a 490. Very
week paid
Bulldog. Call 753-7975.
6316.
&,...51111,e, ...Hwy. 9
We
oven, eounter top range.
clean
trailing program. Transportation
good. riation, 2 owner
provided year
WANT to buy used House beautifully deKy Si 150
43. Real Estate
everything with
bike. As trig $250. Can
round annual bonuses up to $2,000
piano, not too expen- corated. brick \founda. If qualifandup
be seen at 1102 Doran
6. Help Wanted
sive.
ed with 50% commission rapid
Call
RANK
753-4173
of
TENDE
Murray
.
& Fm
R, LOVIN
tion, on 1/2 acre lot
502-382 2813
advancement
Rd. after 3:30p.m. Call
near Hardin. Must see B.A. repossessed pro& immediate positions. For intervie
WET BASEMENT? We
AIRLINES now hiring. 15. Articles for
CARE
w, see Mrs.
.
753-3306.
Sale
perties.
Other
listings.
to appreciate. Call 437make wet basements
Reservationists,
Ethridge Wednesday, January 9th
GON."T
at Holiday
surplus
cars
&
Murray-C
Carpe
allowa
ts DRY
y Co.
dry. Work completely
stewardesses and 4 PIECE bedroom set. 4606.
Inn from 12-5 p.m. Must apply
trucks
under
$100.
Now
Realty,
in person,
304
N. 12th St.
guaranteed. Cat: or
ground cre.w positiona Excellent condition, 1984 BUCCANEER 753-8146
cleaned. New
parents welcome at interview.
or Ron Talent available in your area.
14x70, step-up kitchen,
_write Morgan Con
available. Call 1-1619)- $300. Can 436-2106.
Call 14619)-569-0241. 24
machi
753-9894.
ne,
only
569-6315 for details. 24 3-GAL. roof coating - wet bar, ceiling fan, 2
struction Co RI 2,-Box
hrs.
fiber; non -fiber; or BR. 2 full baths, central POR sale, by owner.
hrs.
one in this area.
409A. Paducah; K v .
DENTAL reception- plastic cement, $10.95 heat & air, dishwasher. vacant lot & rental 50 Used Trucks
42001 or call 1 442 7026
759-9754
SUBSTANCE ABUSE COUNSELOR
I estassistant. Experience ea. Mid-South Wholes- refrigerator with ice property across from
WILL haul white rock.
1974
FORD
pick-up,
performs crisis intervention, facilitates
759-1834
helpfull not necessary. 3 ale Building; 342 East maker, underpinned. Murray Fire Dept. on
sand, lime, rip raP and
palong
wheel
base. 302
days a .week. Send re- Washington; Paris; 642- furnished or un- Poplar. Call 753-9251.
masonary sand, coal tient discussion sessions and conducts inautomatic. Call 753-9181
furnished. Lived in only TO buy or sell
sume to P.O. Box 1040 K. 2552.
LICENSED Electrician dirt, gravel, fill sand A.
your
or
753-8124.
dividual crisis counseling sessions with
BRAND new Bentley 4 months. Call 753-9644.
Murray Ky 42071.
property contact Wilson
for residential and Call Roger Hudson.
clients. Instructs educational classes to
EXCELLENT income 35mm camera, $50. Call TOWNHOUSE 12x70 Realty, 302 N. 12th St. 1080 CHEVROLET 1 ton commerciol. Heating 753-4545 or 753 6763
truck.
PS,
PB,
ne.w
mobile
753-9642
home.
after
BR.
for
2
6p.m.
1 753 3263.
part time home
clients and their families, assists in staffrebuilt motor, 4 speed, and air condition, gas
assembly work. For COMPLETE queensize bath, refrigerator.
ing Crisis and Information Center. Position
5th
wheel hook-up, and 2 installation and repair
stove.
disposal
BAILEY'S FARM
central
,
info. call 504-641-8003 waterbed. Call after
45. Farms. for Sale
Phone 7537203
ft.
metal grain sides.
air
&
generally works evenings and weekends
gas
heat,
Ext. 8047.
cathe
5p.m. 759-4476.
NEED
work
on
LUMBER
your
ACRES- by owner. Good condition. Phone
XPANDING. suc- TNTERIOR and exter- dral ceiling, underpin- Henry
on hourly pt-time basis. MINIMUM
trees? Topping, prun
753-0789
Co.
.
Tn.
Paved
ning
&
other
For all your '
extras
cessful GM dealership ior doors, $5.00 and up.,
ing, shaping, complete
road- creek- good deer 1981 JEEP CJ-7. Laredo
QUALIFICATIONS: Bachelor's degree in.
out
building needs
revires two ex- Mid-South Wholesale included. Priced to sell. hunting.
removal
and more, Call
Must sell- $400 package, 3 tops. Call
social work, psychology, or related field
perienced, self. Building; 342 East Call -753-6421.
759 199
BOVER'S TREE
acre. (901)232-8563.
753-9262
after
6p.m.
motivated sales pro- Washington; Paris; 642Corner of Industrial Rd
with one year experience (one year prac28. Mobile Homes for Rent RENRY Co. Tn. 108 ac.- 1983 CHEVROLET S-16 SERVICE for Pro
fessionals with excel- 2552.
fessional tree care
ticum acceptable). Must live within
•
nine
2 BEDROOM trailer, paved road- creek- top short wheel base picklent supervisory and
753-0338
deer
huntin
g.
up,
Near
V-6,
4
speed with
counties served by agency. Must have
gas heat. in Hardin. Call
people development
56
Free Column
state line. OWNER some equipment. Call
759-1417.
skills. Must be highly
valid driver's license and safe driving
MUST' SELL. Best 753-9721.
FREE
to good home 2 ,
enthusiastic leaders
OR 3 BR, furnished. offerAluminum
male kittens 5 month:,
19011232-8563.
record. Must have first aid and CPR trainSHARP 1978 Dodge 4x4.
demonstrating maturAC/natural gas. Shady
Service Co.
old Call 436-2802
Automatic, custom
ing. SALARY: $4.49 to $4.95/hour. APity and the ability to
Oaks 753-5209
46
Homes for Sale
Desks, files, chairs,
Aluminum and vinyl
wheels, good condition
achieve
results.
Please
PLICATION PROCEDURE: Send
57
Warrted
resume to
siding. Custom trim
29. Heating and 'Cooling 'LIKE new, 3 BR brick, Call 753-9583 after 5p.m.
send resume and hisfolding tables, etc
Mrs. Linda Long, Program Directo
ROOD, any type. up to
large kitcheh. dining,
work. References.
tory of your achiever for
P/SHER wood burning great
Camp.ers
5' long-41-13 Ldiameter 4
- roorri with 5 1
Cell Will Ed bailey,
ment in coofideirce to
Substance Abuse Services, Western KY
stove. Call after 4p.m.
fireplace. 2 bath, double 1960 INTERNATIONAL
Mi. S. Of Murray on 641
Box
J,
c/o
The
753-0689
Glea759-1899.
Regional MH/MR Bd. Inc. c/o Joseph
L.
garage workshop, 1 Bus converted for
753-9251
ner, 455 Klutey• Park
Friedman Substance Abuse Center, P.O.
acre lot 11/2 miles camping. some furniPlaza, Henderson. KY
30. Business Rentals
north of Murray. Priced ture &
42420.
Box 688, Paducah, KY 42001. Applic
•••
•
•
•••
••••••• ob,•••
•
ato sell! 'Call 759-4588 or $900. Call 474-8091.
1016 Jefferson
PEDERAL,"state &
•
tions accepted until position filled. EOE
753-7637.
Mini
civil service jobs
Paducah, Ky.
•
•
53. Services Offered
available. Call 1-i619
442-4302
Warehouse
•
S
48 Auto Services
.
569-8304 for info. 24 hrs.
APPLIANCE
CUSTOM KITCHEN CABINETS - •
Storage Space
1964 CHEVROLET 3,4 SERVICE Kenmore. •
& CUSTOM WOODWORKING
.•
19. Farm Equipment
ton truck, has 1978 350 Wet-Tinghouse, •
For Rent
OVER 20 YEARS EXPERIENCE
engine, new brakes, Whirlpool. 22 years 0
•
PORD 3000 diesel tracgood tires $800. 3-speed experience. Parts and • SOLID W000 CABINETS .8 RAISED PANEL DOORS •
753-1492
tor, 5. ft. mower, blade
• D..... ay atill • Oak • Walnut • Cherry
Chevrolet transmission service. Bobby Hopper, •
GUNCASES • MANTLES • BOOKCASES
disc, boom pole. $4000
•
$50. 350 & 400 GM Bob's Appliance Ser- •KITCHEN CAMNET TOPS • VANITIES
Call 474-8091.
transmissions $100. vice, 202 S 5th St. •CUSTOM BUILT FURNITURE &
31. Want to Rent
''
POLE buildings- 24'x40'
FURNITURE REFINISHING
Complete 1964 Willys Business 753-4872, 436completely erected $3. MSU professor & family Jeep
ACROSS
comporr
•
39 Symbol for
ive
micas
Answer to Previous Puzzle
Running Gear 5848 !home
650. 12'88' end slider seeking nice 4 BR. 2
calcium
9500. 1972 Ford truck
sales at Sears 0Our Displey
I MINA
s1.1 and entrance door inBath (or largeri home
1 Time gone by
A
40 Negative
bed $75, rear end $50
now Call' Sears 753-2310
4 Symbol for
41 Josip Broz
RU A
cluded. Other sizes for rent. Call 753-4173.
Body parts & rear ends for
free estimate for
available. Blitz
tantalum
43 Verve
for 1971 & 2 Impala. 1972 your needs.
A
A
Builders, Inc. 1-800-428- 32 Apts for Rent
6 Related on
45 Piece out
8r 3 Chevelles. 1973 Ford
NO
A
4009 KY, 1-800-792-3498 2 BR Olive St. 1 BR near truck, 1974
mother's side
A
47 'tell
LeManns.
IND.:
11 Toils
MST:.
ID
Adults,
50 Note of scale
no
pets,
A
1977 Imp.ala:
A
. 1963
13 African desert
lease
&
deposit.
52 Fluent
Call
Chevrolet truck Heads
CO
A
20. Sports Equipment
15 Italy abbr.
753-9208 after 4p m.
53 Idle chatter
for Chevrolet- engines:
A
16 Foundations
PADLCAH Gunshow
2 BR apt . washer. 283. 305. 327. 350, 400.
56 Skidded
18 Foretoken
SatSun
dryer,
58 Frozen
10-5
stove, refrigera- 396, 454, 160 pair. GM
A
- Jaycee
19 Golf mound
tor, lease & deposit. 1413 radiators $35. 15- &
60 Fulfill
A T E
ERRS
STEM Civic Center. Gun door
21 Give up
prize. McCann
Hillwood Dr Call after 5-lug Ford truck wheels
61 Retreat
A1
NINE
22 Old pronoun
ap m 759-1059
63 Revised
$35 set 1968 Camaro
ILl Gunshows.
23 Sham
A M I
65 Hinder
A
LU
113R duplex. den, living fenders $40, doors MO
2- 2 ..11Ausical
26 Sodium chloride 66 Compass point
room, kitchen. washer Want to buy winch Call
D
P
S.
29-Lamb's pen
67 Dollar bill
LEAD guitarist needed & dryer. Call 753-9240 ' 753-0307 after 6p m
DO
S_ S IMO R E
name
immediately for band
DOWN
31 Gaseous
Show Down. Steady
8
Nautical
call
-.element
5 Item of property
1 Landed
jobs. Call 759-1799
DAILY GOLD & SILVER PRICES
9 Domesticates
33 Opp of verso
2 Opening in
6 Ancient Jewish
Gold
Before
10
34 Therefore
Silver
fence
ascetics
.
SPINET CONSOLE
12 River in Siberia
35 Fooflike part
Closed
3 River in Siberia
Closed
7
,A continent
38 Pigpen
14 Article
PIANO FOR SALE:
4 Delineate
Yesterday 298_75
,
abbr.
Yesterday
5 89
17 Paradise
Wanted: Responsible
Opened
Opened
1
IIII 3
MN
20 Slender finial
6
7
8
9
10
party to take over
Today
303.50
Today
6 04
24 Transported
piano.
See locally.
11
Up
4.75
12
Up
15
With delight
II
14
Write
Credit
Compliments of:
25 Speck
Manager, P.O. Box
27 Alms box
GOLD & SILVER CUSTOM
28 Borrow
1118, Centralia, II- _
JEWELERS OLYMPIC PLAZA
29 Ancient slave
linois 62801 (6113)
753 7113
30 See
533-4690
We buy Gold Silver
Diamonds
32 Chernenko's
Hours 10 8 Doely 1) 5 Stonrloy
"no"
24
Miscellaneous
36 German for
one
12' I
2"x 4 `x
37 Reel
SHEETROCK• $a 25.
42 Heraldic
1•2"x4'x12'. $625 Mid.
hearing
Ael4E
SouthWholesale
44 Limb
Building. 342 East
46 Choice part
Washington, Parts. 642.A 141/Cir
e
48 Irritates
aria
s
2552
49 Dwell
CAR batteries 36 mos
51 Mine entrance
54 Arabian seaport guarantee, 22..24. 72. 4
55..ptirtohcf..,_ •.._-.
.E.4111.• QV erl/LeJl•
-eye •-•-za
EST /ores
60 mos. guarantee,
Pk T 4eu
- q11.116/.. S%riper( 56 Senior - abbr •
ekchange Heavy
57 Conducted
duty 27 series, 60 mos
59 Roman gods
guarantee, $39 99 ell*
62 Concerning
change Wallin Hard
_'4-g4
&
w C. e3 T I64 As far as
ware, Paris, Tn
.Fruft Baskets shipped nationwide, Gorills-Orsms,
Balloon Bouquets, Rent-AClown or Monkey, Cakes
Free Delivery. VISA It MC. /
753-9280

100% Natural
100%
Guaranteed
Call 753-7863

15

Help

•-•

FOR SALE

Bob's Fish
Market

• Johnny
Robertson Rd.
Ky. take
Catfish
759-1109
Now $1.60 Lb.

Now You Can
Have Your Very

Own Satellite
System At An
Affordable Price!
Systems Starting
At $950.00
Call 759-4078
or 753-7765

BAILEY
CARPET
CLEANING

-4*

TRAVEL THE WILD WILD WEST

••

r

OFFICE
FURNITURE

CRYTS USED
OFFICE
FURNITURE

CROSSWORD PUZZLER

.rinc•-•

rrNcE

7
1

I

B

Place Your Classified
Across Kentucky
for just

$99

(20 words)
$5 per word charge for more than 20 words

II•II
III
III
II 111 II
kill
IIillMIRA
Mill
NI•fil ill•
II
Wail id
II
ill
ill
ill
EN
NN id
Nil
Ed II
1111111
dm
ill
id
fill
Id
Ill

The Kentucky Statewide Classified allows your classified advertisement to appear
in Kentucky Press Association
member newspapers throughout the
Commonwealth. Start Your Classified Today!

Contact

The Murray
Ledger & Times

•

•
-

-

ar..1--

753-1916

-rEviike:c

KENTUCKY
STATEWIDE
CLASSI FLED
PROGRAM

a

f.

•

_

•
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Now,iamiius Marlboro Red
and Marlboro Lights are also available
in a convenient new 25's pack.
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.Warning:. The •Surgeon General Has Determined
That-Ctgaratel'rnoking I Dangerous toYthir Health':
• •.
- .

•••••

Lights- 11ring -tar: dlimlnicotme Kings 1-7 mg 'tar11 mg nicotine ay peccrgaritte by FTC method

Not avallablde iniome-arOas
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